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The Leaving Certificate In Defiance of Covid
The School Yearbook and Magazine is always one that students of the graduating year can be
honoured to be part of. This year I feel they should be most pleased of all. I want to commend
the teachers and students of the committee for creating a yearbook when others could easily
have abandoned it, for keeping normality in a year that was far from normal. The intended
article I had planned to write prior to Covid has been surpassed as my thoughts simply are
elsewhere at this time. And no this isn’t an article that will moan and groan about all that we
have lost or the difficulties we have to still endure. This is a message of hope and gratitude.
The closure of the School, which undoubtedly seemed like a novelty for a moment, created anxiety and worry for many –
especially the leaving Certificate students. Some of them naturally grew disheartened initially and the motivation for
school work waned. Many felt let down by the system, robbed of normality and fairness. The interest began to drop for
many. Amidst endless news cycles, conjecture on social media about exam alternatives such as predictive grades, school
staff were mobilised into keeping teaching and learning going. Staff with as varied responsibilities as ICT support to
guidance, pastoral care to office administration - summoned their expertise to raise levels of motivation and re-ignite their
students’ learning. Collectively, staff rolled their sleeves up and told their students distance learning, while not ideal, would
work – the teaching and learning would continue. The encouragement came from other areas too – from their parents
who heartened and coaxed them, to the friends who believed in them. Excuses for not working, including the school
closure are fabricated distractions designed to comfort the person making them. Excuses can demotivate, cause stress
levels to rise and lead to negative thinking. This is exactly the reason why the staff of Tarbert Comprehensive were
determined to mitigate the negativity, to challenge the excuses and to bring hope back.
The Leaving Certificate has always been an endurance test like no other - many have struggled with the daily uphill
challenge it represents. You see the Leaving Certificate is perhaps the epitome of all trials in that it’s far from easy but
when you think about it, nothing worthwhile ever comes easy. For the class of 2020 – your experience of this has been
unique. The developments you have been met with in recent months, weeks and days, have been extraordinary. Now,
you may choose to look at that and feel self-pity or you can decide to look at it through a positive lens. A lens where the
resilience and determination you have learnt will last you a lifetime, the lens of knowing how school staff have never
worked harder for you, where the level of support and resources put around you are unsurpassed and where the sheer
determination to do our best for you is like no other.

I have never been more as passionate and proud of my students and staff as I am now in the midst of this crisis. As I write
from home and reflect on all that has been achieved in the past few weeks – I realise how determined and resilient we all
have grown. I have been strengthened and heartened by the passion and commitment of the teachers of our School in
staying the course with the students and getting the job done in hugely trying circumstances and I have been encouraged
by the many words of gratitude from your parents.
Ultimately I am hugely confident that you have the knowledge, discipline and resilience to confidently progress to the next
stage of your journey. You will succeed.
But most of all I am proud of the students and the class of 2020. You are simply remarkable.
To the Leaving Certificate class of 2020 I wish you nothing but the best – you deserve nothing less.
Richard Prendiville
Principal

All Things Beautiful
Ms. Kavanagh has gone silent. After weeks, yes weeks of gentle
reminders – nothing. Time is up, even in lockdown I missed the
deadline. Usually I relate this article to you, the students but this year
my Muse is gone. I don’t have the bustling corridors, the constant flow
of people to my office door, my office, all on hold. My new office is the
kitchen table, people have been replaced by emails, phone calls and
Google Meet. The closest I get to bustling corridors is when my two dogs
make a dive for their feeding bowls and nearly trip me in the process.
All things beautiful. The strong and sometimes firm hand that holds you as a child,
guides you and then lets you go to run in your own direction. Now infirm paper thin
skin, grasp no longer there, now just a gentle movement of the fingers exhausting all the
energy the body will allow to show recognition. She still knew you were there. But now a
window. No touch. No slight movement of her hand. No recognition. Does she feel
abandoned? I can still see her hand pale and frail and that vision is a comfort to me, is
beautiful to me.
Life has changed for all. A screen has been placed between you and your interaction with
your friends, your peers and your teachers. And like the lady that I can still see in her
bed and even though her voice now silent, she is there for me as we are here for you. When
I need her wise words I hear them in my mind. I ask you do the same. Stay connected
with us, our guidance is there through your devices. And yes our old chant of ‘Disconnect
to stay Connected’ has been turned on its head as we ask now, Connect to stay
connected, but the underlying message is still the same – connect wisely.
All things beautiful. Time has been given back to us. For many of us the incessant rat
race of the world has slowed down. We have been given time to reflect again. Time to
decide what or who is really important to us? Time to reflect on our relationships, how we
treat people and how we are treated by others. Time to admire our natural world. Have
the birds really flourished and their singing really gotten louder or had we simply
forgotten how to listen? And the birdsong is truly beautiful.
And to our Leaving Certs of 2020. How I have missed our daily interactions and
watching as you moved to claim your places with your friends at break, your rightful
spots, in the corner of the Assembly Hall, the extension, by B1, in the library, outside the
library and the corner of the PE hall. And now it is time for us to let you go, to open our
grasp and let you free. I wish you well on your journeys and I hope we have given you
enough to conjure up our voices when you need guidance as you meet life’s ups and
downs. It has been an honour and a privilege to watch you grow.

Meet this Year’s Amazing Committee!!!!
This is most likely the weirdest experience any of us have ever had. Our whole routines have
been turned upside down, we all have to learn how to live new ways, be without things we
took for granted, like school or seeing our friends every day. That’s probably the worst thing
for me. I never realised how much I rely on my friends, seeing them everyday. But like
everyone else, I’ve learned to adapt. Checking my email first thing in the morning is now
a reflex action. I’m embracing the new normal. There are so many things I can’t do right now, but I’m
focusing on those that I can. I can text my friends, I can go for walks with my sister, I can FaceTime my
nana to make sure she’s ok. This new normal is really weird for all of us, but once we look on the bright
side, we can make the most of this time. Amy White

Meet this Year’s Amazing Committee!!!!
When we first started working on this year's yearbook, I don't think any of us thought this is how we
would be finishing our work on it! The yearbook/magazine is always very enjoyable to work on but
coming up with a theme is always a challenge to say the least! I especially love reading and editing the
pieces of work students submit as they are always so creative and the covers designed are always
incredible. The meetings are good craic too. I always love the school magazine as it is a lovely memory of
the school year and everything achieved. Hopefully, this year's yearbook will be just as enjoyable, even if
the circumstances of creating it are very different Since the country was put into lockdown, life has
changed for us all so much. It can be very easy to get caught up in all the negative news and social media can be very tiring
these days. The constant stream of news, numbers and statistics would wear anybody out. Personally, I’m trying to make the
very best out of it. I’m enjoying the time I get to spend with my family and my dog, and being thankful we are all safe and
healthy. It's very unlikely that we will ever get as much time together as a family again so I am making the most of it. Ciara
O Donoghue
Covid-19 has broken out in many countries, bringing a huge impact to our lives. Students
can’t go back to school and many people can’t go back to their work, so we all suffer
through this time. However, despite all the negative things, there are still positive things
around. In my opinion, this is a great opportunity to enjoy family time. I enjoy having a
fun time with my parents, watching Netflix with my younger brother, helping my
parents with the housework, and relaxing myself during the Easter holiday, left behind
the burden of things that bother me.
School is closed and that it really affects my school life - we now have to use the computer or laptop to do
homework online, I find it's hard to focus on this. However I still kept myself learning at home and started to
get used to it. Not being able to speak to friends and see people I see on a regular basis is hard too. Hanging
out with my friends during the break time and the lunchtime, we usually take a walk around the school if the
weather is good. I miss the ways when we go to class and the ways teachers teach us, also I also miss my
classmates. I find myself enjoying studying with my classmates much more than on the computer screen. This
time has really taught me the importance of school to me, realizing that school is an essential part in my life. I
am appreciative and feel lucky to have my closest friends who I can talk to on those hardest days. I use social
media apps to chat with my friends, sharing stories and comfort. When I scroll through my phone screen, their
story and memes keeps me content and positive. XinYan Yao

This is my first year on the committee and goodness what a year it has been! I mean it’s
been crazy! I was always told fifth year would be tough and full of hard work and
challenges but I never imagined a global pandemic being thrown in the mix. I also
never imagined the fear of being in a Live Class and a teacher asking you to turn your
camera on and you being in your pyjamas and dressing gown. I really am enjoying the
new uniform. But apart from that ever present fear, I have been able to see things in a
different light. I’ve been able to see “Beauty in all its Forms”. The videos online of people coming together
throughout this crisis through music, charity and so on have been inspiring. It highlights our ability to
find light even in the darkest of times and it’s quite beautiful. Although it has been hard, really hard, we
have all come together. I never thought I would say this - and I will most definitely regret saying it - but I
miss school. I miss being able to interact with my friends and teachers in person. It’s the little things that
we take for granted. I even miss telling all the first years to close the door in the extension! Although I
know as soon as we are back in school I won’t miss it anymore! It is strange writing this from the confines
of my bedroom but I know that it is for the best. I would just like to take this moment to thank all of the
key and essential workers, from rubbish collectors to nurses and doctors, thank you for keeping us safe
and just being the incredible human beings you are!
Ellen Godfrey

When Ms. Kavanagh wanted to change up the school magazine I don’t think this
is what she had in mind. I never thought I’d see the day when I actually miss
being in a classroom. At least you never had to unmute your mic in class. But
online class has its advantages; at least I don’t have to wear uniform. I definitely
understand the theme `Beauty in all its forms` now . I’m starting to see
it everywhere and I’m far more appreciative of even the most small, ordinary beauties. I think it’s
safe to say I’ve never been on as many walks. I was never really into nature but I am starting to
appreciate look forward to going on walks and getting out of the house. I don’t think I’ll take
anything for granted when it’s over, I don’t think any of us will Rosheen Culhane
I believe that experiencing this global crisis for those who are around my
age in particular, is extremely difficult. As a child, I was raised in a very
social environment where I was constantly surrounded by my extended
family and the friends of my parents. Even in my teenage years, being with
my friends is still one of my favourite past times. So, being away from them
is very difficult. A pandemic is something I had never expected to experience in my life,
especially at such a young age. I have to admit though it's an interesting experience living
in a time you know will be written in future history books while you are sitting in your
pyjamas opening emails. Brigid Flahive
This year, I certainly did not expect to help organise a school magazine
from the comfort of my own home. Last year I would’ve laughed at the
idea of that. In fact, because of the Coronavirus pandemic, I didn’t even
think it would go ahead this year. That was until one evening, when I
received an email from Ms Kavanagh informing us that this magazine
was still going ahead. At first, I wondered how this was going to be
possible, but this also gave me hope. If we could pull off organising a
school magazine online, imagine what else we could achieve.. Lucky for us, Ms
Kavanagh decided to start organising this magazine from the start of the year, rather
than in March, when schools all over the country closed. This gave us a head start.
My experience in the committee this year was extremely different to my experience last
year, but it opened my eyes. I miss the school routine, and seeing my friends, and the
classroom environment. During the last few weeks, I learned not to take life for granted,
to appreciate the good moments, and to value the time I spend with my loved ones. Time
is precious, and we don’t have enough of it.
Organising the magazine this year made my life feel more normal. We had meetings
through livestream, and we still had a good laugh. It felt great to forget about what’s
going on in the world around us, for just a moment.
My Nana once told me that nothing in life lasts forever, not even the bad parts. This gets
me through this time and reminds me that this will end sometime soon. For now though,
I hope everyone stays safe and out of harm’s way. Ciara Kennelly

…more Amazing Committee!!!!

…still more Amazing Committee!!!!
I'm not going to lie - I love being at home. It may sound strange to some, amidst all of
the complaints about being locked in our own homes, but it's the truth - I just love being
at home, like I always have well before the coronavirus pandemic. What do many of us
think when we hear the word "lockdown"? N95 masks that cover most of our faces?
Obnoxious yellow Covid-19 signs everywhere you turn? Empty spots on supermarket
shelves where the toilet paper and hand sanitisers should be?
Cancelled concerts and holidays? Isolation? Imprisonment? Insanity? All negative terms, of course, but it doesn't
have to be that way - even when we are unable to meet friends face-to-face, still getting used to the online school
system and Gmail is down when you need it most from the sheer amount of people using it at the same time.
But one of the main things I have learned from lockdown is that you can find beauty in anything if you put your mind
to it. There is beauty in a slower paced life. There is beauty in spending more quality time with family. There is
beauty in being able to relax in bed for an extra hour, not having to worry about running for the school bus. There is
beauty in finally having enough time to read. There is beauty in knowing that unlike in the 1918 pandemic, we have the
resources to contact people through online means. And there is beauty in knowing that when this crisis is over we will
value - perhaps for the first time in our lives - the little things that we took for granted, never questioned or even
disliked.
Beauty can truly exist in any form (even if the form it takes seems unappealing at first - and even if unlike me you do
not enjoy being at home for hours at a time). And that also happens to be the theme of our 2020 school magazine Beauty in all its forms. Hopefully, when we flick through the pages of this magazine some years from now, we will
think of this time not only as the disaster it was, but also as a time of learning, appreciation and reflection. Erin Da
Silva

What a year it's been! A foreign
film won Best Picture at the
Oscars, The Young Offenders got
a second season and Earth decided
it was tired of humans inhabiting
it… Wait what? The last few
months have been tough:
Thousands worldwide have been
diagnosed with Covid-19, people have been shut off
from the outside world and the Yearbook Committee
had to come up with a theme for this year's
edition! On a serious note, though "Beauty in All Its
Forms" could not be a better fit for this Year’s
theme. The efforts made by doctors, nurses and
carers have been phenomenal, the public effort has
been outstanding and when this is all over, we can
hold our heads high and be proud of our nation. This
is my second year on the committee and this issue of
the yearbook is unique. It's the first time a TCS
magazine has been published digitally and the first
time people have seen the words "Beauty in All Its
Forms" and not thought of Ariana Grande. These are
uncertain times, but we're all doing the best we can
and it's so important that we stay connected and
support each other. We've been robbed of our
freedom, Liverpool have been robbed of their first
ever Premier League title (lol), but we haven't been
robbed of this year's magazine, which is a chance to
show off the great people of this school. Conor Hogan

What a year it’s been
so far, Fifth year is
certainly no TY or
junior cert, it’s harder
and it requires a lot of
time and concentration
but this year was different, we had a
global pandemic and basically the whole
world has gone into lockdown. It’s been
challenging waking up and having a live
class at 9am, when you enter the live
class there is a fear that you will be asked
a question and when you turn on your
camera it’s clear you have just rolled out
of bed. Both the teachers and the
students have pulled through and helped
to make it work and go as smooth as
possible. It’s been hard on everyone
missing friends and family and some
might even say they miss school, it’s just
what we do, it’s part of our daily
schedule and without it we are lost.
Personally I miss seeing my friends in the
extension at school every morning, break
and lunch but hopefully we will all be
back to normal in September again.
Tadgh Barry

First Years’ First Impressions!
It was scary at first coming but after a few weeks
I started making friends . I’d tell first years to
get a routine around their lockers and don’t be
nervous about meeting new people!

Rebecca Collins

The good thing about starting in
The Comp is that we finally had
lockers and we're able to switch
classes. I was a bit worried about
the amount of homework at first
but then I got used to it...
possibly because I hadn't had any
homework since 6th class. I got
to classes easily enough but I
found it a bit difficult to get used
to taking out the right books for
the next three periods but got
used to it after two weeks. I
found chess and First year
basketball fun but I think
basketball started a bit too late
as we had a match after only the
third training. Overall I'm
enjoying school for now but
because of the current
situation around the world we've
all been separated from our
friends, at least for the moment. I
would advise incoming First
years to keep their head down
and work, and they would be
rewarded.

Bartosz Drynkowski

Being in Tarbert is
interesting and fun, I
enjoyed meeting new people
and starting a new system.
The Mentors showed us
around and people coming
in next year shouldn’t be
scared!!!
Alida Boland
I’d say the Comp is Big;
Complicated and Odd!!! I loved
Break times and I think the
mentors really made us feel more
at home. I would tell next year’s
first years – ‘Don’t worry about it!’

Odhran O’Reilly

I’d sum up the school
as Amazing, Lifechanging and Fun! I
enjoyed making new
friends and through
the mentor groups I
got to know a lot
about people and
made some close
friends. I would tell
next year’s first years
just to enjoy it and
have fun …Ms.
Moloney is really
nice!!!!
Eimear O’Shea

The Comp is really enjoyable, safe and exciting, you get to meet new people
and the mentors show you around at the start. First years should look forward
to having fun and making new friends

Makayla Behan
The Comp is exciting =, memorable and friendly! I loved the
basketball blitz for First year girls. We played three matches
and when not playing had a great laugh and chat. I’m really
happy that I got to bond and chat with the girls in my year
who I’m now great friends with. The mentors were really nice
too, showing me around the school and I was comfortable
talking to them – one of them I’m friends with outside
school. If you are coming here next year, be open to new
friends, but don’t shut out the old ones!

Kelly Enright
What I like about the comp is that there is
so many things to do from the football
team to the chess club there is something
for everyone. I would say to the 6th class
coming into first year just have fun and
try your best at all your subjects
Liam Walsh

I enjoyed making new friends
Alisha Dennehy - Laughtins

Tarbert is a really Friendly, Supportive, Inspiring place. I loved
Active Week. Next year’s first years should go in with an open
mind and don't be anxious

Leah Murphy - Laughtins
I liked the basketball
club on Fridays Starting
at the Comp isn’t as
scary as it seems!
Devlin Fox, Laughtins

Tarbert is Big, Fun, and
Exciting. I really like the
activities that go on now and
again –

Sean Corrigan, Laughtins

My first year at the Comp was quite eventful because of the
Coronavirus! The first few weeks of first year I’ll never forget. I was put
in a different class to all my friends. I was in PE one day when a girl
from my class came up and
asked if she could be my partner. We’ve been friends since. One of my
teachers has a funny habit. She can be very sarcastic and always says
‘HMM?’ very loudly to back up her
sarcastic comments. Two other teachers of mine talk with their hands
a lot. This
can be funny sometimes. I remember when I got my locker I was so
relieved. My bag
had been very heavy up until then. One piece of advice I would give
first years coming into the
school is that if they are struggling to have all their book organised is
to get a different coloured folder for each subject. I found this very
helpful. And also use their lockers.

Seanna O Sullivan

I think Tarbert is Exciting, Helpful, and
Focused. The subject sampling was enjoyable
because I found out I was good at some but
no so good at others. Mentors helped a lot
and helped me settle in in no time- Don't
pick a subject just because your friend is
choosing it!

Clodagh Donegan Ward, Laughtins

First Years’ First
Impressions!
The Comp is fun, interesting, and nice. I
liked how everyone was so helpful here, he
mentors helped a lot and showed us
around. To anyone coming in I would say
just knuckle down and do your work
Cian Fitzgerald
The school is good, fun, and
big. I have lots of fun with
friends at break. To next
year’s students - it’s not as big
as it seems and you’ll be
settled in, in a few weeks
Ruban Dennehy

The Comp is Different, Exciting, and
Sporty. At the start Mentors showed me
around the school and helped in general
To anyone coming in I’d say don't be
nervous and do be organised!

Laura Lynch, Laughtins

Fabulous Fundraiser
Ms. Carroll wins Award
What award did you receive?
Each year, Concern holds an awards ceremony in
the Concern Head Office in Dublin. Through this
awards ceremony, Concern Worldwide affords
recognition to the many volunteers who help with
their fundraising and awareness efforts. Awards of
interest are “Best Fundraising School” and
“Teacher of the Year Award”. I received the
“Teacher of the Year Award” in 2019.
How were you nominated for this award? Who
nominated you?
Concern’s school officer, Noreen Doyle nominated
me. She contacted the school and asked if I was
happy to have my name put forward as a nominee.
The school was also nominated for an award in a
separate category (I was happier to see the school
nominated!)
Give a description of the Awards Ceremony… when was it on, where was it held?
The Awards Ceremony was held in the Concern Head Office on Saturday, May 25th 2019. Dominic
McSorley, CEO of Concern Worldwide and John Tracey, patron of Concern Worldwide, attended the event
to do the honours. I liked the fact that the awards were presented in a ‘low-key’ manner (Approx. 50 people
were there). The awards presented covered schools, individuals and community groups.
What contributions have the school made towards Concern to date?
T.C.S have been working with Concern Worldwide since 1986. During that time, we have raised almost
230,000 euro. At one stage, we were involved in the Concern Schools Debates. We have run Awareness
and Educational workshops every year around Concern’s campaigns. In 2005 and 2014, T.C.S got the
amazing opportunity to travel to Tanzania with Concern and to see exactly how our efforts have made a
difference to the lives of so many people. I had the privilege of travelling on both these journeys along with
students Cathy O’ Brien and Emer Prendiville in 2005 and Aishling O’ Carroll and Erin Moriarty in 2014.
On both trips, we got to see, first-hand, the impact our fundraising has had on people’s lives.

What type of work do Concern do?
Concern's mission is to transform lives. No one should
have to live in fear that they won't have a home or food
to feed their children. Their six main areas of work are
emergencies, livelihoods, health and nutrition,
education, gender equality and innovations.
88.4% of our donations go to Relief and Development.
8.7% goes towards fundraising.
2.4% go to Education and Advocacy.
0.5% goes to Governance.

What can students do to get involved?
There is lots that students can do to get involved:
Take a sponsorship card and do the 24 hour fast or another fundraising event.
Volunteer to help out with the annual church gate collections. They take place in all the parishes in North
Kerry and West Limerick on December 14th and 15th each year.
Concern gifts.
Concern debates.
Take part in Concern’s Educational workshops.
For more ideas, visit Concern World wide's Website https://www.concern.net/

When was Concern Fast Day 2019?
Concern’s Fast Day in 2019 was November 21st. Students and staff took part on that day, but others
decided to complete their fast another day. It is not essential to complete the fast on the given day, the
choice of day is really up to the individual.
Keep up the good work and thank you to everyone who donated last year and all the years before! Our
goal in Tarbert Comp is to reach a quarter of a million euro by 2024! That’s 250,000 euro!

Open Night

Bake Sale for Team Hope
Erin da S ilva
It had been a speedy start to the year, and before we knew it Christmas was fast
approaching. People began to ask each other what they’d be getting this year.
Students started to debate whether it was too early to play festive songs. Thoughts
of presents and Christmas trees and scrumptious food filled everybody’s minds as
they anticipated the big occasion. But, as we all know, Christmas isn’t just a time
for thinking about ourselves; in fact, while it was tempting to focus on what we
would be receiving, we knew that we couldn’t forget the countless children and
teenagers across the world who would be penniless and starving at this special
time of the year. It brought to mind the lyrics of the popular song Band Aid 1984 “Do they know it’s Christmas time at all?”
We couldn’t rest easy knowing that so many young people were suffering; so,
following a meaningful talk from Ms Carroll, our religious class had an idea:
holding a bake sale to encourage people to support Team Hope, a charity that is
most famous for donating shoeboxes to children living in disadvantaged countries.
Our group set up the desks in the assembly hall, arranging the confectionery until
the bell sounded off for lunchtime.
Before long, all of the chocolate cakes, buns, brownies, slices of Swiss roll and ginger cake, cookies and muffins had disappeared into
the mouths of many students, and we raised an impressive sum of money for our efforts - €262 to be precise! Following the bake sale a
couple of girls in our class were given the responsibility of using the cash to buy items to fill up a number of shoeboxes for the young
people in need.
It only took half an hour of our time, but that time will likely bring a smile to the faces of those who are given our shoeboxes and will be
an unforgettable experience for them. We all deserve to feel cared for, but this is especially true for those who likely don’t ever get
gifts of this magnitude. And yes, there is nothing wrong with enjoying ourselves and eagerly awaiting Christmas morning and ripping
open the wrapping paper to reveal what is inside - but above all, Christmas is a time for generosity, an occasion where we should strive
to care more for others. Let us all learn to exercise the virtue of gratitude for what we have, and empathy for those less fortunate than
ourselves.

The Wonders of Spring Time: Beauty in All its Forms
Devlin Fox St. Laughtins
I sense the presence of a bird next to me; I can hear its little feet hopping along
behind me as I walk down the garden examining the wildlife. The lovely sound of
the birds sweetly tweeting fills my ears, the swaying of the trees hums quietly in
the background. I hear a creaking sound and stop to hear a gentle thud, like a
weight has been lifted off something’s shoulder; I look around to see that a big
branch has snapped off of a tree and landed in a soft bush next to it.
Now I focus on my vision, I notice two young chicks chasing each other and
fighting for a piece of food. I see a dog run past in the fields ahead; the grass is
brushing between its furry legs. It runs into the next field and soon it is just
another speck of nature in the middle of spring. The sun starts to set and the
shadows of the trees grow longer above my head. It starts getting dark, soon it so
dark I cannot see. I rely on my hearing and feeling to find my way back to the
house. I suddenly hear a loud crunching sound behind me. I turn around to see two
beady eyes looking at me, my heart skips a beat. Then I realise that it’s just a dog,
it runs towards the house and I follow it without hesitation.
Once I get back to the house I pet the dog and it runs back home, I open the door and
enter back into reality the sound of the owls and the trees swaying is removed from
my ears and I hear the sound of music playing. The sound of nature truly is
beautiful.

Sensational Sailing – Ellie Cunnane
I started sailing at eight years old and I immediately fell in love with the sport. I have competed at a
national level since I was nine and when I was twelve I competed in my first world championships.
Since then I have done three worlds in 2016 in Northern Ireland and 2017 in France both times I
competed in the topper sailing boat. In 2018 I competed in the laser 4.7 world championships in
Poland and this was my first year being on the Irish team. After Poland I moved into the laser radial
which is the female Olympic boat.
Since I am ranked second in Ireland. I
had big plans for transition year I did not
intend spending much time in school.
This year was my year to work really hard
at sailing. In October I received an invite
to have a trial weekend with the Irish laser
academy. I was really excited as this is the
highest level an Irish sailor can reach at
youth level (under 19). There is six people
on the team. Two girls and four boys. I
was nervous because there was only one
place available for girls and two girls were
invited for the trail. A few weeks later I
received news that I had made the team
and I was delighted as I am the first ever
athlete from Kerry to make this team.
Since then I have been extremely busy. The academy has me on a tight fitness schedule often
ending with over 20 hours in the gym, on the water and cardio a week. We train in Dublin every
second weekend and also compete and do training camps abroad. Since coming back to school in
September I have had two training camps in Portugal before Christmas and two training camps in
Spain in new years and February. I also competed in Gran Canaria Olympic week in November
and Andalusia Olympic week in February in Spain.
Making the academy has given me so many opportunities to improve my sailing. We have access to
team physios, doctors, sports psychologists, coaches, personal trainers and nutritionists. We have
done workshops in cooking, psychology and nutrition in the sports institute and we even have a
team of personal trainers monitoring out fatigue levels so we know if we need time off. It was also
given me the chance to train and race against some of the best athletes in the world. Because laser
radials are the Olympic female boat we train with the Olympic development girls and Annalise
Murphy who won a silver medal in the last Olympics. I got an opportunity at Gran Canaria
Olympic week to race against world champions and even Marit Bouwemister who won a gold at
the last Olympics.
Sailing takes up a lot of time energy and commitment but I am committed and I would like to go
on to be on the Olympic development after I finish school. This summer we will be training five
days a week in Dublin with weekends off so that we can train with the Olympic girls. As a team we
will be competing in the Europeans in northern Ireland and the Worlds in Poland.
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Words with
the Winners!!!

Antón O’ Connor – Male Student of the Year
Awards night was a big night for you; can you
describe how you felt when you won your award?
Shocked mostly. I remember standing on stage and
dreading what I would have to say in front of
everyone. But then after all that had passed I had a
sense of pride and gratitude that I was chosen for the
award.

What have you been up to since you left the Comp?
I am currently studying Biomedical Science in NUIG
and really enjoying my time in Galway. Other than
that, I meet up with friends from home and catch up
on all the news.
Can you tell us what you think made the Comp a
special place to go to school? Do you have any
particularly good memories?
I think the fact that the school years are never too big
that you feel alone. You know everyone in your year
and always have someone to talk to. I have so many
great memories from the Comp but the best memories
are always having the craic in after school study with
Mr. Trench and the lads.
What is your advice to this year’s Leaving Certs?
To try not to stress and to put everything into
perspective. Set

Clare Beasley - Female Student of the Year
Awards night was a big night for you; can you describe
how you felt when you won your award?
During the night itself I felt a great deal of nostalgia as
it takes place during one of the last weeks of the school
term. I’ve always had a grá for Awards Night- the
atmosphere, the musicians, the comradery. It was a big
night for me as I was privileged enough to receive
female student of the year award 2019. Truthfully, my
initial feelings were of shock and nervousness as I knew
from attending previous awards nights that a speech was
in order, however, once I had gotten over that hurdle it
was nothing but gratitude for the teachers,
management, fellow students and for the experiences
and opportunities I’ve been given during my time in the
Comp.
What have you been up to since you left the Comp?
I was waitressing over the summer and went on a Leaving
Cert holiday with my friends from Tarbert to Croatiaand are currently planning another for the summer
coming. Currently I’m in my first year in UCC studying
Commerce- I’m delighted I chose it, I couldn’t see
myself doing anything else and I’ve made great friends in
my course. I’m on the UCC ladies rugby team and was
recently in Edinburgh competing against Edinburgh
University.
Can you tell us what you think made the Comp a special
place to go to school? Do you have any particularly good
memories?
Firstly the fact it’s a co-ed school gives a good balance
and holistic education, while acknowledging not just
academic ability but being aware of the social, spiritual
and sporting needs of the students. I have particularly
fond memories of playing on the rugby team, teaching
Zumba to the first and second years with the girls, the
banter in the classroom, being in the C corridor with my
friends. Also the entire TY year was excellent for
bonding and friendships and enriched my educational
experience.
What is your advice to this year’s Leaving Certs?
My first piece of advice is to the current TYs and third
years, that is, as the well known saying goes you have to
‘hit the ground running’ when you go into fifth year
because that’s when the leaving cert cycle starts. Treat
small class tests with the importance they deserve,
you’re dong them for a reason - not for fun, do your
homework and attend classes. Do little and often- it’s a
marathon not a sprint.
To the current Leaving Certs, try not to stress too
much, eat well and get consistent sleep- remember you
have been preparing for two years for this. It’s just an
exam, merely a stepping stone to the next chapter. Best
of luck x
Sum up the Comp in three words:
Enriching, holistic, memorable

Tracey Kelliher – LCA Student of the Year
Awards night was a big night for you; can you describe
how you felt when you won your award?
I think the most nervous I ever felt was getting up out of
my seat and walking up to receive the LCA Student of the
Year. When Mr. Connolly started reading about the person
who was going to receive the award, I was not expecting it
to be me until he mentioned about following my father’s
footsteps as a paramedic. I think the nicest feeling ever was
knowing that my classmates considered me eligible for
student of the year.
What have you been up to since you left the Comp?
I am currently a student in Limerick College of Further
Education. In LCFE, I am doing a course called Emergency
Core Personnel which is a stepping stone into becoming a
student paramedic.
Can you tell us what you think made the Comp a special
place to go to school? Do you have any particularly good
memories?
Throughout the six years in the Comp I have made some of
my funniest memories and I have also made lifelong friends.
For me I always felt included in everything that happened in
the school. I would have to say TY was one of my favourite
memories. When I was in 3rd year having to either choose
TY, LCA or LC, I found it very difficult. I was so nervous
but I finally then agreed to do it and I have never been so
happy to stay in school another year. Going over to France
on our trip was such a good experience as I would have never
travelled with my friends and without my parents.. Another
good memory would have to be out leaving Cert graduation
mass. As part of the mass each year the 3 students who got
awarded student of the year would have to say a small
speech. When Ms. Moloney approached me in the hallway and
asked me to do the speech I was delighted but I started to
get nervous as I never have been good at speaking in front
of crowds but thankfully it went so well on the day and I will
forever be grateful to Ms. Mullane for helping me prepare
my speech.
What is your advice to this year’s Leaving Certs?
The advice I would give to this year’s Leaving Certs would be
to take every day as it comes. I can speak on behalf of my
year that 5th and 6th year are the two best years of school,
you might not think it now but I would do anything to relive
my final two years. There is a back door into nearly every
course now so when the Leaving Cert results do come around
and you don’t get the points you needed, don’t worry; you’ll
get there even if it does take an extra year!!
Sum up the Comp in three words:
Stressful but fun!

MJ Ambrose – Male Sportsperson of the Year
Awards night was a big night for you; can you
describe how you felt when you won your
award?
I was quite surprised to win as there were many
worthy candidates for the award. I was proud of
myself also as sport is a huge part of my life.
What have you been up to since you left the
Comp?
I have been studying Technology Management in
UL and enjoying it. In sport, my football team
reached a county Intermediate Final and we also
won the under 21 County Championship.
Can you tell us what you think made the Comp a
special place to go to school? Do you have any
particularly good memories?
The Comp was special because it allowed every
person to be themselves. My favorite memory
from the Comp is the teacher vs students’ soccer
game on the last day because it was the first time
in years that the students won.
What is your advice to this year’s Leaving
Certs?
Do a bit and do it often. Enjoy the year because
it’s the best year of your school life.

Grainne Stack-Mulvihill Female Sportsperson of the
Year
Awards night was a big night for you; can you
describe how you felt when you won your award?
I was absolutely delighted. Looking down on the crowd
of peering eyes was a daunting but amazing
experience and seeing the smiles on the faces of my
parents and friends was endearing. I was surprised
but ecstatic.
What have you been up to since you left the Comp?
I am currently studying business and French in UL. It
is a gorgeous campus and the people are amazing
Can you tell us what you think made the Comp a
special place to go to school? Do you have any
particularly good memories?
The people, both teachers and students, make the
Comp a bearable place! I will always have very fond
memories of the laughs and even the daily dramas and
gossips.
What is your advice to this year’s Leaving Certs?
Live it up! Laugh lots. Don’t stress about the leaving
too much because one you reach the next step points
and all the rest become irrelevant so enjoy it.
Sum up the Comp in three words:
An absolute laugh.

Celebrating with Ms. Ann O’ Halloran on her Retirement

Under
African
Skies
Megan Kelly and
Ruby Falvey
In January of 2020 the three of us, Megan Kelly, Ellie Cunnane and Ruby Falvey went to Kenya
on a voluntary trip with the organisation CARA projects. To go on this trip we had to raise
€2,300 each but in the end we raised over €18,000 for the charity. Before returning to school we
decided how we were going to fundraise the required money. We decided on a large raffle, a
stall at the Dingle Food Fair and also a bucket collection in Listowel .CARA is a non-government
funded organisation that is completely funded by money fundraised and donated.
CARA is a very unique and special
organisation. They strive to deliver a better
and brighter future for the girls who come
into their care. They work to empower young
girls and enable them to have independent,
self assured lifestyles. CARA not only takes in
children from unimaginable circumstances
and gives them better lives, they also enable
them with the skills that they need to be
independent. CARA provides a home with a
heart for these children and the people at
CARA have become a family.
The kids feel safe and loved at CARA and for
most of these children coming to CARA is
the first opportunity that they have got to
build their self-confidence and be themselves
without being worried or scared. They
attempt to correct the problems occurring in
the child’s home environment or place them
with vetted foster parents and ensure they
are in a safe, loving, environment. However,
some of the girls stay in CARA long term.
On the 8th of January we set off for Kenya. We arrived in Dublin, we then got the flight to
Amsterdam, we then flew from Amsterdam to Nairobi. It was a manic 2 weeks filled with lots of
fun and hard work. While we were at CARA we had the pleasure of getting to know the people
that make this all possible and meet the kids whose lives they had changed. One of the children
who we met was one of the few boys who is living at CARA. He was brought into the centre
after being horrifically abused and suffering from spina bifida, which meant his legs were
twisted under him. He was so determined that he would drag himself around using his arms
when he came to the centre. He never gave up even after everything that he had been through

This little boy was always laughing and smiling and was loved by everyone at CARA for his
determination and character. He is now enrolled in a good boarding school and has a place to
call home and this is all because of the work that CARA does. Not only has he improved
drastically physically since he came to CARA, he has also gained a family. Before he left for
boarding school the people at CARA reunited him with his brother, who was kept away from
him due to their past. CARA has transformed this boy’s life in the best way possible.
Another example of the way that
CARA has changed peoples lives
for the better was when two of
the leaders at CARA were at a
funeral in Kenya after one of the
girls mother passed away. At this
funeral there were women from
the streets. One woman walked
up to the two leaders and
handed them her child who was
only four and walked away. This
little girl Maggie came to CARA
in August and six months later
this girl has a home at CARA, is
going to a school provided by
CARA and is surrounded by
people who love her. These are
just two examples of the
phenomenal work that CARA do.
While at CARA we did things like carrying building blocks, transferring soil, painting walls,
sorting out clothes and other items as well as much more. We spent time with the girls from the
centre and got to know them and their stories. We did many different activities with the as
well as helping them with their homework. During the evenings we did things such as bingo and
fashion shows and talent shows for the children and had discos with them at night at the
weekends. We also got to visit a variety of different places like an elephant sanctuary, a safari,
the slums in Kabira. The devastating sights that we saw that day we will never forget and it will
stay with us forever. These people were living in horrifying poverty, their homes were made of
scrap metal. We also got to attend the local mass On arrival and just before leaving we had two
ceremonies with the Masai tribe (local tribe). They also had stalls in which we could buy things
which they made such as bracelets as well as homemade bags and clothes. It was an amazing
experience. We got the chance to experience a completely different culture, meet phenomenal
people, see a completely different part of the world and the poverty and hardship that comes
along with it.
We are so grateful for everyone who supported us and it will change us forever and make us
appreciate everything that we have in the western world. We will never forget the two weeks
that we spent at CARA. We really enjoyed our time in Kenya and made so many new friends
(both Irish and African). I and we would definitely go back in the future.

TY Enterprise Success for Kieran Spaight
In TY, as a group we get many opportunities
to take part in many different competitions
and meet new and interesting people. The
enterprise awards always interested me and
when I found out that this year a new
competition which contained a two minute
video of an enterprise idea and not the
traditional competition of a physical product I
was even more interested. I had always had
an idea of a product to make cycling safer on
the road but would not be possible to
physically make with limited resources. So as
you can imagine this new competition suited
me very well. The theme of the competition
was “Go Green, Be Sustainable”. I put a
commuting to school twist on the idea which
fit the requirements of the theme. After I met
with the lady from the enterprise office she
helped me set out a plan on how to write the
script. After I wrote my script and drafted it
many times I reached my final script. I then
set about filming which was a very lengthy
process as I struggled to keep the video under
the two minute limit. After multiple takes of
each shot and multiple different videos I
finally ended up with one video.
Unfortunately the schools closed down due to
the Coronavirus a week before the county
final which was due to take place in
Tralee. After two weeks of uncertainty after
the date of the planned final they decided to
announce the results on the Kerry Student
Enterprise Facebook page. I was delighted to
learn I won for Kerry! As of now they are
trying to organise a awards ceremony for
Kerry and reschedule the national final in
Dublin. With all the dramatics I am still very
happy to have won at the County level and I
am very appreciative of all the help I received
from my teachers and Maeve Townsend from
the Kerry Enterprise Office.

The bitter chill of the morning was made
more piercing by the dull grey skies. Not
unusual for late autumn. Two dubious figures
adorned in slick shiny leather coats sat close
together on an old lacquered park bench, to
all appearances friendly. They were however,
strangers. The older of the two carried an
umbrella, fully extended, to keep the light but
persistent drizzle away from his face. They sat
in silence. The grass too was grey, as if the
suffocating smoke in the air had stolen its
spirit. An unidentifiable electronic drone
sounded in the air, but both men stayed silent.
There was nothing nearby except for one
monumental oak, its unparalleled might on
full show. A herd of cows grazed in the
distance, their silent solidarity mimicking the
men. After a while they exchanged a few
words. Mainly about the weather and the
overpowering smell of burning coal and fire.
They discussed the war, with each man
voicing his varying opinions; and then…
silence. The men sat puzzled. They watched
as an ethereal image appeared before their
eyes – a vision of beauty in its purest form
emerging from the festering smog. They sat
staring at the spectacular shining spectrum.
Their worries began to lift away. The smoke
reappeared. (Jerry Long LC2)

Memories
I Remember
Ellen Egan
I remember
the carefree life I had.
Laughing and playing,
singing and dancing.
I remember
the fresh scent of seaweed,
the grains of sand between my tiny toes,
the creamy taste of a 99 in my mouth.
I remember
my imagination.
Transported into a different world.
Never wanting to leave.
I remember
the anticipation of lunchtime,
the screams of laughter from the schoolyard.
A childhood I'll never forget.
Looking Back
Saoirse Ahern
Looking back on those little days,
So much innocence that is fading away.
Your imagination made everything alive
Your toys could talk when you were gone.
Your parents were superheroes and you thought
you were also one ,
Running around the yard and messy bedroom.
You and your friends would always play with you ,
But we’ve grown older
And have busy days.
It’s time to look back on those moments of bliss ,
Moments of laughter and love that we will miss ,
These childhood memories we will always share,
With our loved ones and those who care.

Ryan stood on the brow of the hill,
supplies in hand. He had been
looking forward to this moment for
weeks. All this time they had been
sitting in the corner of his room,
beckoning him, crying out to be
used. Now was the time to paint the
sky crimson, emerald, and lilac – a
kaleidoscope of beautiful colours.
He set the box by his side and
looked out at the breaking dawn as
he took in the moment with childish
glee and anticipation. He broke the
crate open as his eyes darted back
and forth - which to light first? He
raised a rocket from the crate with
an approving nod. Standing
momentarily to appreciate the
object’s beauty, he was somewhat
disappointed that its ornate casing
would soon pepper the fields
beneath him. He drove a stake into
the ground and deftly tied the rocket
to its makeshift launch platform. He
struck a match and lifted it to the
fuse, this was it. A shower of sparks
cascaded down onto the damp grass
as the rocket left the ground. Ryan
stood awestruck as the sky was
enveloped in brilliant light. As soon
as it began it was over, Ryan reached
down into the crate longing for
another moment of exhilaration…
Oisin Moloney

I stood at a mountain peak, feeling the fireworks glow incandescent
against my face. I looked out onto the vast , unlit world beneath me. I
watched the sparks spurt and shoot in the sky as they painted an ever
changing image onto their black canvas. Every year on the 31st of
December I had climbed this peak with my Dad. It was our ritual,
something we shared. We would sit at the same position on the same
threadbare blanket, watching the sky turn into a sprightly dance. Then
it stopped. Now, our yearly adventure was nothing more than a distant
memory, fading into blackness, until I was left with a dark void in my
life. I never anticipated that someone so special could disappear so
quickly - just like the sparks of the fireworks fading into the sky, never
to be seen again. Nothing eased the pain. Then every year I had
watched the flames dance in the sky from the safe enclosure of my
bedroom walls. Many New Year’s came and went, and I still had not
found the courage to climb that peak alone.... until I met someone
special and everything began to change. Clara Hanrahan

The last thing I can remember from before was when we all went up to the hills to watch the fireworks. It
was the fourth of July. Our sleepy town of Middleborough always awoke for the vulgar display of
nationalism. To most towns in America, the festivities would seem normal, or even natural, but in our town it
was strange. It was the only time of the year anyone ever actually interacted. Neighbours suddenly became
like siblings and petty family rivalries dissolved. You didn’t have to look hard to find dreary despair in our
town but for one night we could all forget about it and life in Middleborough became bizarre, in that it
looked normal, if only briefly.
The sycamore trees were in full bloom and as we made our way up the canyon overlooking the town, those
trees hung over us like silent stalkers. It always felt like someone just within arm’s reach watched as we
climbed the hill. When the boisterous boom of the first firework was heard we scurried up the harsh incline.
When we reached the top, a boy stood there, back towards us staring at the glittering flames with one hand
firmly in the air. Jerry Long

Beauty in all its Forms
Fabiano da Silva
Two months after I started first year, we went on a holiday to Iceland. When I first found out that we were going there, I was
overjoyed as I knew it was a beautiful country and I had always wanted to go there. I looked up lots of videos and
information about Iceland and I was amazed with some of the images shown on the websites. On the 20th of October 2017, I
woke up quite early as we had a long day ahead of us. I was travelling with my parents and my sister. Several hours later,
when the sky was still pitch black, we arrived at the airport. After we checked in our luggage, we passed through the security
screening area and headed straight to our departure gate. Once we handed our boarding tickets to the flight attendant, we
had to go down a flight of stairs.
However, when we were nearly at the bottom, something terrible happened. I felt a twist in my left leg and the next
moment I was in agony. I was screaming for help as I was unable to move. I had dislocated my knee. My father had to lift me
down the stairs but oddly, as my leg was swinging, my knee popped back into place. I was very lucky. The paramedics
arrived and I was placed in a wheelchair. The plane waited for us and the paramedics cut my jeans (luckily I had a spare pair),
bandaged my knee and gave me a few doses of Nurofen. I was wheeled all the way to the airplane. I climbed the steps to
board the aircraft and we found our seats. My mother told me afterwards that Tommy Tiernan the comedian had been
behind me when I injured my knee!
I felt relaxed during the flight and three hours later, the plane landed on Icelandic soil. As I was still in a bit of pain, we were
brought down to ground level by a special lift for wheelchair-bound people. We then cleared immigration, collected our
luggage and left the terminal. My father drove us to the hotel and the good news was that we were upgraded to a five star
suite. It was a fabulous room with lots of diamonds on the walls, nice, comfy beds and our very own geothermal heated
jacuzzi. I really loved it. We went off for a spin and I enjoyed observing the beautiful green patches of grass, the mountains
and the snow-white glaciers. I also saw puddles of pale blue water and I was wondering what they were until I realised they
must be part of the Blue Lagoon. It was so breath-taking, I could have sat and stared at the water all day. My father then
drove back to the hotel as it was getting late. It had been a spectacular day (apart from injuring my knee), but we were
staying in Iceland for three nights so there was a lot more to come!

On the next morning we went to Reykjavik, the capital of Iceland. The city was stunning. We visited a cathedral called
Hallgrimskirkja and as we entered the hall, I was awe-struck as I had never seen such an impressive cathedral. We took the
lift, then climbed the stairs to the top of the cathedral. The most amazing views of Reykjavik could be seen from there.
Afterwards, my father drove to the ferry terminal to catch a boat ride to Videy Island. We explored the island for a short
while, then took the return ferry back and went to the hotel. The following day we stopped off to see the Gullfoss
waterfalls. I really enjoyed the view and I could feel the splashing of water on my skin. I later saw the geysers. There was a
smell of sulfur but it was fascinating to see water splashing from the holes in the ground. Later on, we visited a crater from
an extinct volcano called Kerid. There was lots of crystal-blue coloured water inside the crater and the top of the volcano
was all red. We then returned to the hotel and several hours later, I went to bed early as we had an early flight home.
I really loved the experience of going to Iceland as it truly had beauty in all its forms. I was also really lucky as my knee slid
back into place before our flight, I didn’t need to go to hospital and I was able to experience Iceland without any more
problems. I have travelled to lots of places in Europe but I have never found a country more beautiful than Iceland. From its
extinct volcanoes to its icy glaciers, there is so much to see there and it was fascinating to see features from my geography
textbook in real life. Sometime in the future, I hope to revisit Iceland and experience its beauty again just like the last time.

AFTER THE STORM
Orlaith McSweeney

Amira’s hut lay nestled within one of
the many barren deserts that made
up Iraq, beneath a mountain which
towered over it like a sentry from
the war beyond. Iraq had been at
war with Syria for as long as Amira
could remember, however it only
became a source of hatred for her
when it stole Father like a predator
snatching its prey. The mountain’s
long, undaunted shadow caressed
Amira’s land. It was its only shade
from the relentless, scorching sun.
Its river trickled slowly to the base,
so the pure, crystal waters provided
a precious oasis in a sea of sand.
Amira gazed as the tiny tadpoles
swam in endless circles within the
shallow pools, wishing her life could
be as simple as theirs. This little
cornucopia offered everything she
and her mother needed to survive;
water, fish, and most importantly
for Amira – an escape from her
mother, Nala. Once the guns began
to ravage what was once a tranquil
sky and Father had left to fight, an
emptiness was left between Amira
and her mother which slowly turned
to bitterness and resentment day
by day. They were stricken by a
grief so deep that it seemed it
would never heal.
The sharp cracklings from the radio
were the only sounds to slice the icy
silence that pervaded their stifling,
cramped hut. Outside, it was the
distant gunshots that broke the
eerie quiet. The radio was their

only point of contact with the
outside world, just as the hut was
the sole interruption to the horizon
of desert that stretched as far as
the eye could see. The news was
usually a source of salvation for
Amira, allowing her imagination to
wander at the mysteries and
wonders of the outside world.
Today, however, it announced with
such hostility the coming of a brutal
and unforgiving storm which would
do untold damage. Despite the
burning rays of sun that blazed on
Amira’s back, a cold sweat broke out
on her face and brow. Pools of
water glistened in her deep brown
eyes as it dawned on her what this
would mean – days held like a
prisoner in the basement with the
mother who couldn’t even look her in
the eyes. The timber hut shuddered
above their cowering heads.
Amira fled towards the river – her
safe haven when her four-walled
world became too much to bear. She
could already feel the coarse sand
skimming over her bare feet. It
reminded her of how the warm
waters of the Red Sea had gently
blanketed sand over her toes the
day Father had taught her to swim.
Except this time, it wasn’t the
water that lured the sand to follow
its tides, it was the rumbling winds
that were getting hungrier by the
minute. Soon, such a ferocious gale
had begun to howl that Amira
believed the very mountain shook.
But she wouldn’t leave yet. Nala’s
harsh voice soon disrupted the
deafening cacophony of the
ferocious winds, ordering Amira to
come inside. But her feet were
numb – whether with cold or fear
she could not tell. The tinges of
orange and pink bled out of the sky
as a blackness crept in that would
envelop the sun for the next three
days. It was when the first drops of
rain spattered that Amira decided
to return home. She was trembling
but braced herself nonetheless as
she struggled towards the basement
door, imagining that the wind
mocked her while her mother was
about to upbraid and scold her.

Carnage ensued, trees writhing and
flailing, their groans of pain carried
by the wind. Lightning lit the skies
in blinding streaks, shedding light on
livid black clouds that spat thunder
from their bellies. Darkness
embraced every tree that had not
yet fallen, as if to conceal any
survivors of this beast. As Nala and
Amira pressed their emaciated
backs against the damp, cold walls,
the roof of what was once their
home now rattled on its hinges. The
hut, like Amira, also began to
tremble, and shiver whilst the claps
of thunder grew louder and louder.
The women covered their ears, like
frightened children, in an effort to
block out the noise of their home
being ripped away. The rain slashed
the ground, so violently that Amira
thought it was the gunfire of the
war above her head. She wanted to
jump out, to see if she could find
Father, but a warning flash in Nala’s
eyes told her to stay where she was.
The cracks of lightning sparked
distant howling from wild animals.
But they were both secretly glad of
the diversion, as only the screeches
of the storm ripped the silence
between mother and child.
After two nights, a calm descended
on the desert that Amira thought
was to mark the end of the storm.
What had once been bullets of
rainfall now pattered gently on the
sand above. The thunder rolls
softened to a faraway whisper. The
whines of whirling winds dissipated
into the night air, which lay thick
and dark as if holding the storm’s
secrets for another day. Amira
leaped up, her back stiff from
sitting rigid against the now
dripping mud walls. Nala, with an
exasperated sigh, spoke to Amira
for the first time in three years,
“It’s the eye.” The words seemed to
escape from her breath before she
realised what she had done. Amira
slumped down, knowing for the next
few hours there would be no wind,
no thunder, no rain to hide the
taciturnity that existed between
them. So, she decided to speak.

When the wind began to climb again,
the pair didn’t even notice its
threatening shrieks. After a cold
and fragile start, the gap between
them soon closed as Amira huddled
up to Nala, like a cub nestling in
against its mother’s chest for
warmth. Tears became words which
eventually became laughter. The
next few hours seemed to make up
for all those lost years as they
finally shared their grief for their
father. Despite the sheets of rain
above hammering the ground like an
impenetrable salvo of bullets, Amira
felt as though time had been frozen.
Right now, it was just her and Nala,
igniting a fire of love and hope in
them so great that no storm could
quench it.

Amira was no longer full of
bitterness and dread; it was as
though the storm had washed it all
away and cleansed her in a baptism
of rain.
When Amira cracked open the
basement door, allowing an aperture
of light to slice the darkness of the
cellar, the beauty before her was
astonishing. The mountain, which had
previously carved a dusty beige mass
in a sea of sand, now brandished
eruptions of emeralds, olives and
jades. Little flowers had begun to
bloom on treetops, their white
delicate petals dotting the sand
below like flecks of snow. Birds
chirped as they glided across the
azure sky.

Amira believed they had gathered to
see the beauty that had blossomed
below. Soft, rounded clouds drifted
lazily along the horizon, the last
whispers of the storm’s story. And
when they looked up, a kaleidoscope
of multi-coloured paints paved
smoothly along the canvas above –
the first rainbow they had ever
seen. Although only flotsam sat
where their home had once stood,
the women were comforted by the
beauty of what had come from this
storm. And that’s when Amira heard
it, the hum of distant gunfire from
across the mountain had been
replaced by a beautiful stillness.
Father might be coming home.

All Ireland Glory for Cian!
Cian Horgan in LCA 1 was part of the Munster
Wheelchair Hurling Team who became All
Ireland Champions over the mid-term break.
Cian and his team mates beat Ulster, Leinster
and Connacht to claim the trophy at the
National Sports Campus in Abbotstown,
Dublin.

Adeus
by Erin da
Silva

Moving back to Ireland was certainly an event
that marked the end of an era in my life. Not
only because I was leaving Portugal, where I had
lived for nine years - it also served as a symbol of
the end of my childhood, me being eleven years
of age and on the cusp of adolescence. There
was a reason for our decision to move - my
grandfather George was suffering from
dementia, much to our dismay as we were very
close to him. My mother wanted to be nearer to
him, and that was how the notion sprung. I
must admit that I don't recall exactly how I felt
at that point: they were just words, it didn't feel
like we were truly leaving, it was only a plan that
may or may not come to fruition. The enormity
of those words hadn't hit me yet; in fact, I was
more excited than anything else. We used to fly
to my grandparents' home every Christmas; this
time the situation would be different as my
grandfather now resided in a different kind of
home, but I was content with the prospect of
seeing them more regularly.
It was when I started sixth class two months
later that I realised: this was my final year in
Portugal. The friends I had now, I likely
wouldn't see them again. The grown-up,
timetabled middle-school system I was used to
would be replaced by a year or two in an Irish
primary school. I would have to adapt to a
country that, while I visited it every year, I
hadn't lived in since I was two. And it was then
that, while my initial anticipation remained in
my thoughts, a feeling of unease started to creep
up on me too. By the time Christmas rolled
around, the talk about moving ceased to be so as
it transformed into action, and I could now tell
all my friends about the big change occurring in
our lives. The last weeks in school were
especially emotional. It's the small things I
remember the most: playing and talking with my
friends, buying tea at the school shop every
morning from the kindly lady serving me and on
an occasional afternoon, ice-cream. There were
also some major events that stick out, such as
competing in long-distance races against the
district (I used to be good at that... though you'd
never think it now!).

Also, the indoor area where students of all ages
would sit down and chat was repainted in a
monochromatic style, which I had to leave
behind two months after it was finished but it
was better than never seeing it at all.

As we made our way to the station, we listened
to Portuguese radio for the last time. I still think
it funny that I remember the last song I heard
on that drive - "Hall of Fame", by the famous
(quite fittingly) Irish rock band The Script.

My last day of school came three weeks early as I
had to help pack up, so my class teacher
organised a picnic where my classmates brought
in both homemade and shop-bought goodies.
One part that stands out was that it was my first
time trying yoghurt cake (bolo de iogurte), a fairly
popular treat in Portugal. Being a long-time
hater of yoghurt, I had only e
eaten it to please a friend, but I was pleasantly
surprised when it turned out to be scrumptious!
In a stroke of luck we also had a zumba
instructor teaching us to dance that day, a
welcome break from class (eleven-year-old me
liked dancing quite a bit more than teenage me)
and was invited to play a game of football with
the boys at break. Unfortunately my day ended
with a history test I hadn't studied for, but as I
walked home that afternoon and turned my
head to glimpse the school one last time, I knew
it would always hold a special place in my heart.

I spent the majority of the train ride gazing out
the window as sunlight shone on the fields,
their grass drier than the lush greens of the
Emerald Isle, yet still beautiful in their own
unique way The gloom I had been experiencing
earlier persisted, though it was impossible to
ignore the twinges of anticipation that popped
up from time to time, and I found myself
musing on the kind of life I might lead in
Ireland. Arriving at the airport is a blur in my
mind, and as our flight was at night, I must
confess that I slept through most of it despite
vowing beforehand that I would stay awake. My
eyes opened just in time to hear that the plane
would be landing soon and that I had better refasten my seatbelt!

Next step was emptying the house. At first it was
the non-significant objects we rarely used that
were packed into cardboard boxes we obtained
from Rosa's local grocery shop. When I left my
school, however, it was time to gut the shelves of
their books and ornaments, and piles of boxes
almost as tall as me stood on the floor; and that
was when our home gradually looked more bare
with every passing day. And after that we had to
dismantle the furniture for the removal truck, or
else give it away to relatives and friends. Soon we
were down to a box for a table, exercise mats to
sit down on, a television with a makeshift stand
and mattresses. While there was a sense of
melancholy at the disappearance of what made
our home what it was, I would be lying if I said
that there was no fun or excitement in sleeping
on the floor or using a box to eat on as we
flicked through channels on our television set
from the 2000's.

On our very last days we said our farewells and
prepared for our upcoming flight. In between
those little jobs and final goodbyes my brother
and I would play Mario Kart and Yoshi's Island on
our Nintendo DS's and chat, play in our
backyard and enjoy the sun, watch cartoons.
Sometimes I would pick up a book I had kept
out to occupy me. I still feel nostalgic for those
days, where we had no school to worry about,
no tests, no deadlines and no responsibilities we could just be the children that we were.
When the time finally came to drive to the train
station, well, I can only describe the experience
as a bit surreal. No tears were shed from my
side, but that wasn't to say I wasn't upset, of
course I was - my mood was merely subdued and
dismal, as opposed to cathartic and hysterical.

Despite having slept for a few hours, my legs
were shaky from exhaustion as we descended the
stairs and set foot on Irish terrain. Perhaps I
could have given a better account of my
emotions at the time if I had been less tired! As
it was, I was in a daze as we waited for my aunt
and her husband to collect us from the airport
and transport us to our new home. Oddly my
eyes stayed wide open on the way there curiosity and excitement, I suppose - until we
reached Glin, removed our luggage from the
boot and unlocked the front door. My first
impression of the house was that it was "huge" - I
was amazed at the sheer size of each room, and
by the fact that I could now have an entire
double bed to myself! And that was without
mentioning the little ensuite bathroom - I would
never have to wait for a family member to hurry
up again. My previous fatigue beginning to take
over once again, we wished my aunt and uncle a
good night as I donned the brand new Hello
Kitty pyjamas my aunt had left out for me and
retired to bed, dreaming of how I would
decorate my room.

Looking back, I believe the magnitude of the
circumstances surrounding the move was lost on
me. I may have been less than two years away
from becoming a teenager, but I had a child's
optimism when it came to my grandfather's
deteriorating mental condition, holding a
fundamental belief that all would go well in the
end. This applies even to the move itself: while I
did miss Portugal at first, it took over a year and
the novelty of the new house to wear off before I
properly grieved what I had lost. Whether the
move was the end of something or the
beginning... it's up for interpretation. Either
way, in spite of having had a wonderful few
years in Ireland, I hope to make a return to the
country of my childhood.

Beautiful Day, Beautiful Memory
Gillian Musgrave
I woke up to the smell - of burnt toast my father's burnt toast. The sun beamed in through my window onto my perfectly ironed
uniform. Not a crease to be seen. It was sad to think that this would be my last time ever wearing it. I savoured my Weetabix as
it melted in my mouth. I washed my teeth so that they would be gleaming for the photos later that day. When we were ready
for road we watched an episode of "Victorious" before the neighbours picked us up. When we heard the "beep" of the car it was
time to sprint out the door. We were all delighted and excited that the holidays were approaching. We sang along to "Uptown
Funk" as it blared through the radio before we went in the school gate.
The cheers and laughter from the school yard could be heard for a million miles away. Forty-forty was the game. There was
always a big cheer for whoever could "free all" even if it caused you to get a concussion! When the bell rang it was time to get to
work. I was astonished by how tall our sunflowers grew as we walked into class. Imagine half of them were taller than
ourselves! Like every other morning, the prayers were said, and then I remember it was straight into the dreaded long
multiplication and long division- which by now I finally realise we will never need to know again. Finally the bell rang for a
break from prison, although this break was a bit different. We all got markers and signed each other's shirts-that shirt is full of
memories, it hangs in my wardrobe to this day!
After break we had butterflies in our stomach and sweaty hands as we dreaded the Friday test, but we knew it had to be
done. Looking back it was just a small test but we treated it like the Leaving Cert. We strived for the A even though we would
do very little study. I miss those days when it was easy to get high grades. I remember the smell of paint on a Friday - it was
one of the best activities. We painted the "Starry Night" better than Van Gogh, and it was a pleasure to see our masterpieces
hang up on the wall. The Haribo sweets were devoured as that was our treat for the hard work we put in during the week. I
miss those days of freedom with not having a care in the world.
Lunchtime was one of the main highlights of my childhood. At lunchtime ate our ham sandwiches happily discussing the tactics
for the upcoming match. The adrenaline pumped through our legs as we discussed the teams for the "All-Ireland" final in Tarbert
GAA field. I remember that these were the most competitive matches ever played. There may have been blood sweat and
tears. I remember the smell of the freshly cut grass. The two teams both exchanged goals and points. we were only delighted
when the final bell rang as my team won the final game. I would do anything to bring me back to that time again.
Finally that day, we fixed our ties and put on our school jumpers for the last time as the graduation ceremony was about to
begin. We started off with the song "Country Roads" as the teacher accompanied us on the guitar. We watched a slideshow of
how much we had grown and our success with the school in previous years. The priest gave us blessings for the years ahead. The
teacher reminded us of previous funny memories before we sang our final song. We sang our hearts out that day. I remember my
mouth getting sore from smiling as the parents took a million photographs. Hugs were exchanged and a few tears were
shed. This was the end of our first journey in life. This was a major milestone in life. We could not believe that our previous
eight good years together had finally come to an end, but we were looking forward to the next adventure in life. As one journey
ends in life it is just the beginning of a new one. The school was filled with cheers as we all ran out the gate excited for the
holidays to begin.
We sprinted down the path to "Brosnan's" shop. Like every other Friday the 99 had to be got! I love the creamy icy taste from
them especially on a hot summer’s day, I don't think anything could beat it. As a class group we celebrated our graduation by
jumping off the pier. The cold water was a shock but gave a great feeling. Since that day never again will I attempt to do a
flip. When I hit the water I did a complete belly flop and I remember the sting to this day. We dived, did dominos and swam to
the shore until the sun began to set. Our teeth were chattering with the cold. The parents had an amazing barbeque
organized. We couldn't wait to dig into our cheeseburgers. When everyone started to yawn it was then time to go home. We
said our goodbyes and little did I know that, that was the last time we got together as a group. That day will always be one of
the best days in my memory and is one of the most significant endings to my first journey in life.
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Perfect Poetry
Corona virus
Numbers are rising high,
No-one is able to fly.
School is now online,
But are we really all fine.
Shops are trying to stay stocked,
People buying in blocks.
Toilet paper is not on the shelves,
Everyone has it for themselves.
We’re all on lockdown,
Keeping our frowns the other way
round.
I can only look at the picture
frame.
No seeing friends since the
lockdown came,
Two kilometres from your house,
Go no further away.
Unless it’s essential,
Then head off away.
To meters from others,
No further closer.
Unless from the same house,
Then your okay.
Sanitize and wear masks,
When doing your tasks.
Nothing is open,
Things can’t be fixed when they’re
broken.
My plans are off,
I get excited to go for a walk.
Exercise is all we do,
And I’m really sad I can’t be with
you.
People want to be outside,
With all their mates.
And some even want to,
Go on their dates.
But until this is over,
We’re all getting closer.
By staying apart,
We’re acting smart.
By Amy Barry

Ludo
Erin da Silva
A family of four waits with bated breath,
Waiting, waiting,
As I throw the dice.
Will I roll a six?
A six would allow me to put out a
New piece.
Catch my brother's counter so he has to start
All over again.
Move a shiny red token til it reached
Home.
The choice was mine, or would be mine
If I could only roll a six.
I shut my eyes for a moment
As the dice clanks against the wooden table
And finally stops with a soft thud.
So much could be achieved
With those six little dots on the dice
Three on top of three.
But when I open my eyes,
The dice's face reads a dismal one.
I knew that there were times when
A one could make you
Win.
But not today.

Travel
Holly Heffernan
I hope to travel the world,
With big ambitions in mind,
Fly all around the skies
Sail across the seas
I want to see the Leaning Tower of Pisa,
I want to walk the sands of Egypt,
I want to take a bite out of the Big Apple,
It’s time I paid a visit to Big Ben!
The Eiffel Tower is calling my name
AS well as that Greta Wall in China,
I want to experience all the world has to
offer –
Culture, food and people.
Hope my dreams go according to plan,
I’ll keep you in the loop,
Hopefully the next time you hear from me,
Will be in a postcard from Italy!

Beauty in all its forms
By Fabiano da Silva
Imagine a world where everything is beautiful,
Where all things in your life are plentiful.
From the summer sun to the winter wonderland,
There is never a day where anything is bland.

Beauty
Holly Heffernan
Beauty is subjective –
You shouldn’t be negative about
someone else’s perspective,
What we perceive about what others
achieve,
Received differently to each beholder
What we interpret can make us feel like
sunshine,
So why rain on someone else’s parade,
Don’t be critical or mock what others
see as magical –
Try your best to respect, don’t be quick
to reject!

Imagine if a rainbow shone upon me:
This would feel glorious, I can guarantee.
And if the bright sky fulfilled my happiness,
I would never have to reach as far as Venus!
Imagine if angels appeared to you,
Singing sweet songs with bells ringing too.
When everyday there is always something wonderful,
Where beauty will always remain colourful.
Imagine the times where I have tasted scrumptious food,
When I was in the greatest mood.
Beauty exists in all its forms,
And I never need to make myself reform!

Perfect Poetry

Dreams
Roise McIntyre

Individual
Roise McIntyre

Life is tough, it can drag you down
Everyone can get sad, everyone can frown
Life can be good as life can be.
But your life should be happy and not sad

Hare
Aaron Murphy Mulvihill

When things get tough I have my ball
I’ll kick it around and it makes me feel tall
I dream I’m in a match , jumping up and practising the
catch
I’ll walk around behind the Artane Boys’ Band
and listen to my fans up in the Hogan Stand!
When we run one by one onto the pitch to start
I’ll listen for my name that’s my moment , that’s my fame
And then I hear the whistle blow
and that’s my cue to go
The ball’s up in the air
I feel the breeze in my hair
I catch it and I hold it in my arms with care
But right now this moment isn’t my life
I have to work my way with care,
But in a few years they will see
That the midfielder out there
That is me
Funeral
Anonymous
The wind blew on the dark and rainy
afternoon
when I was never so happy to be sad
Black dresses and suits –
As all the colourful flowers spread around,
the sounds of weeping filled the air.
Never have I felt such darkness inside me,
One that will never fade,
Once the most loving and caring in the world
– at least
not in pain anymore

As I walk in the woods,
I stop and stare,
It ran as fast as it could,
A lightening hare.
He ran like the wind,
Hearing with long ears
he suddenly stopped,
It was the thing that he feared
A hunter – old as time,
Gun ready and boot,
The hare in his prime…ran,
Too late – the hunter began to
shoot!

Hope
Nathan Regan LCA
I hope to do more studies,
To improve my possibilities,
And soon I’ll be able to drive,
And in a job where I will thrive,
I hope to make my parents
proud,
By doing things that I’m allowed.
I hope to achieve distinction,
Just like Mr. Lincoln
I hope to get a job I like,
And maybe even a motorbike!
(Mom says the bike will never
happen!)

Beauty In all its Forms
When will it be time to see them again,
Beautiful faces amongst the crowd?
Grins so wide, laughs so loud,
Beauty in all its forms.

When will it be time to see it again
Kids playing all together?
Hopscotch ,tip, even hula hoop
Beauty in all its forms.

When will it be time to see again,
Friends sitting around each other?
Talking face to face,
Not two meters apart
Beauty in all its forms.

When will it be time to see it again The
beauty that is our world?
These four walls are no match all,
For that little thing in which we call
Beauty in all its forms.
Lauren Mc Namara LC2

Every girl should be their own ,
Individually beautiful, kind and known
Every girl should be herself
True, honest and will be blessed
Every girl should show herself
Through words thoughts and by acts
So every girl be proud
and show that face because your allowed
Don’t let anyone’s words bring you down
just stand up tall and don’t you frown
Cause no one else matters unless you let them
in
But now don’t you let them in
Just put that chin up and give them a grin
‘Cos you’re a girl you should be proud
and block them out like a rain cloud
‘Cos you’re the boss, you own the place
Now hold up that smiley beautiful face!

You’ll Always Be Enough
Anonymous
If he says “You're not pretty”
And she says “You're not enough”.
If you’re told you lack all talent
And you’re treated just like dirt.
If you’re controlled by one
And never receive a title.
I want you to repeat this,
As if it’s from the bible.
You will always be enough
For all the other people.
Don’t ever let that one person
Recite that disgusting material.
Beauty can be seen and heard,
Felt , smelt and tasted.
Don’t let yours be diminished
By such uncharitable hatred.
You are pretty, you are enough,
You’re talented and full of grace.
You should never be put down
Or be pushed out of place.
Beauty doesn’t have a name,
A shape, a size or age.
It comes as self-approval
In YOUR belief that YOU ARE GREAT

Perfect Poetry
Ballybunion Beach
Eamonn O’Connor
In the beginning
everything was alive...
The kingdoms made of
sand on the beach,
The seas horizon
just out of reach,
The coarse sand
all yellow and peach,
The race with your friends
to the end of the beach,
The cold 99’s with a
big flake in each,
When we were four years
old at Ballybunion Beach

Gullible's Travels
Conor Hogan
Remember the time you played at Wimbledon,
Your trusty partner on your team,
The crowd shouting out your name
Was drowned out by your father's scream
When the Wii remote hit the television?

Life
Makayla Mulvihill
I will try my best
I will put myself to the test
And take no rest
I want to get everything right
So that my future is bright
So when the time is right
I will make you proud
And you will praise me loud

Reminiscence
Anna Shine
The uncontrollable giddiness strikes as you
approach
The chaos and the commotion is unheard of
The aroma of chocolate and hot yummy food
pleasantly surprises you
But most importantly of all, the cacophony of
too many children
The rounds of “forty forty” begin
Unfortunately, there was always that pole
hanger
Here’s when the comradery would become
apparent
Those poor parents, their walls would never
recover from this
The silly sing song could entertain for hours
Scurried out the door clutching a bag of
diabetes
Hoping that scuffle you had with your bff would
be forgotten by tomorrow
Back then, life was simple and sweet

Remember the time you went to Lapland,
To see Santa in his grotto,
Wearing a woolly red suit and black leather
boots,
He'd a North Kerry accent though!
The time you ran at the Olympics,
Your opponents either side,
You felt ecstatic when you came first,
'Til the teacher made you disqualified.
That one time you committed a crime
That would warrant jail for a while,
You'd murdered your friend Pete on the street
With your moves from Gangnam Style.
Your childhood was eventful,
It's shaped the guy you are,
You'd done everything a child could do,
Except maybe learn guitar.
Headed towards adolescence,
You didn't know what to expect,
If there was something 'bout your childhood
though,
It was deserving of respect.

The Beauty of Food
By Fabiano da Silva
Italy has pizza and pasta,
Spain has tapas and churros,
France has baguettes and croissants
And Germany has frankfurters and currywurst.
What if food was compared to beauty,
From Irish spuds to Portuguese custard tarts.
My travels have reached my foodie’s heaven,
It seems that my taste buds have reached my
limit!

Life Under Lockdown
Students and Teachers Share their Experiences of the Strangest School Year Ever!!!!
The New Reality
Megan Kelly
What does life feel like for a teenager during the pandemic ? For me life during the pandemic means daily
facetimes with friends, it means the whole family being home. Life during the pandemic means the RTE 6
o’clock news being on every night at dinner, it means realising how much we take for granted and it means
realising how lucky we are for everything we have. Life during the 2020 coronavirus pandemic means being
more aware of the struggles that people are facing all over the world as we are forced to look beyond our
own personal lives.
Every day, as I see my parents and brothers step out the door to work, I realise how much the work that
they and all the healthcare workers do is taken for granted and how the sacrifices that they make for others
welfare are disregarded. Not being able to see my friends, cousins, aunts, uncles and grandparents makes
me regret not taking every possible chance to visit them. I regret grumbling at the thoughts of leaving my
bed before 9 o’clock to catch the school bus. Every morning as I wake up I long for the craziness that I once
complained about. I long for the madness of the whole family running around the house racing to get out
the door to school. I miss morning chats with my friends and hearing their stories. I miss planning trips with
my friends for the summer and laughing about what happened in French class. I regret complaining about
something small and inconsequential that happened two weeks ago instead of laughing and cherishing my
time with my friends.
I remember my friends and I complaining about school, but I do not think we ever realised how lost we
would be without it. Our education is more that just learning, our education gives us the chance to spend
time with friends. Now as everyday seems to repeat itself and they all seem to blend together I realise how
school was such an important feature of my life. Although I miss my friends and school, I love getting to
spend time with my whole family and having everyone at home. And even though it is not the same as in
person I am so immensely lucky that I am able to facetime my family and my friends and can continue my
education with the help of my teachers. It is amazing the support that the whole world is showing for the
people who are suffering and the outstanding healthcare workers. The way that the world is coming
together by staying apart is inspiring
It’s scary to think that all over the world people are losing key people in their lives. They will never be able
to say goodbye, they will never be able to have a funeral for them, they will never, never be able to take
back the bad things that they said without thinking. Never. They will never be able to say sorry. The
dawning realisation that this is reality for thousands of people all over the world is startling. Before this
pandemic I never would’ve really thought of this but now with the numbers of deaths and new cases of the
virus popping up on my phone everyday and with my parents reading out the numbers from all over the
world at night, its not something that can be ignored. It’s reality.

Life Under Lockdown
Luke Cleary
I wake up everyday think to myself that this is gonna be a big day today. That is until I realise the situation I am at and have
to suffer not being free to do whatever I want. I groan when I think of this situation. I have always been a guy that loves a bit
of fresh air and hooking up with my friends. But ever since the middle of March, everything started to change rapidly.
Because of this disease, I feel somewhat upset over the fact about not visiting any of my friends or family members apart
from my dad. Sure, I can still contact them through phone calls and messages, but it just feels awkward when you start to
realise that you are doing that than actually visiting them for fun.
Not only does it affect my relationships with people but even entertainment is a big problem for me. I’m a big movie buff
and would go to the cinema every once or twice a week. But ever since the cinemas closed, I have been bored and upset over
the fact that this has all happened. You could say that I am well on the road to cabin fever at this point. All I am doing right
now is just looking at my phone, TV, Netflix and computer for at least some sort of entertainment for the feeling that I am
outside again in a world where everything is free from a contagious disease. I would do anything to get the world back on
track again, back to the way it used to before the mayhem.
Life now feels like a mouse’s journey: one minute you want something to be done when you’re outside your hole, like cheese,
only for a cat - the disease - chasing you back into your little hole, with or without the cheese. The point that I am getting
across is that we are left inside our houses due to how danger is out there waiting for us at a certain point. No one should
have the fear of leaving their home, but that doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t bring it along with you once you are out. The
only beauty I can see is my home, my garden and everything else around it that I have known for the past five years. While it
is an appealing sight to behold, you end up wanting something more after that.
But change is always gonna happen at some point in our lives. After all, I’m not wondering about if it’s going to end. I’m left
wondering WHEN it’s going to end. All of us are probably wondering the same thing. Consider the coronavirus as a well
cooked pizza: the pizza will get warm for a good long while but over time, when it is left out in the open, it will get cold and
it will be a matter of time when the pizza is at its coldest. The coronavirus, for all we know, will not last forever and when it
finally has past, all of us will find themselves to be free birds that are chirping happily. No more delays, no more
cancelations and no more isolation. When that day comes, I will be having my spirit fly free from its locked cage. More
movies the watch, more time to spend with friends and more time to get our education and jobs back into play.
Bottom line, only time will tell when it will all end and, in the meantime, we just have to sit back and wait for all of this to
blow over. It can be quite difficult to be a survivor in a world that is going through one of the biggest outbreaks since the
Spanish flu a hundred years ago. Not everyone is able to avoid the disease. It is tough to take care of a person who has it, but
it is even tougher to take care of someone who is at the risk of dying from it. We can never know for sure. But despite the
situation we are all in, I know that the decision to stay in our homes, including mine, is for the greater good. Overall, I do
miss the things that I really miss, and I do hate having to stay inside all the time. But what I can say is that the panic seems
to be slowing down and the time for us to get free from the Corona will still be coming soon. We are just left with this one
question that is haunting us to this day: “When will the virus stop?”

Photos in this section by Mr.
Langan’s talented Art students!!

Ms. E Fitzgerald
This is more a test of survival and patience, above
all I think.
The thing that I enjoy the most is the walks and
we try a different route every day if possible.
I heard the Cuckoo for the first time in years on a
walk the other day. Everyday is tracksuit day I
have only worn jeans 2 days since we left school.
My short commute to work just got shorter, it was
4km, now it is only 14 steps down the stairs. The
kettle is close during a class so I can nip out for a
quick cuppa and a bikkie.

Life Under Lockdown

I do miss going out for a nice meal with my family
at the weekend, it used to give me a break from the
cooking.
It is difficult trying to teach classes with my own
boys interrupting the classes and meetings
regularly.
Secretly I think, ye might even enjoy it and are
probably putting bets on in classes to see who will
interrupt the class today. And finally so as not to
feel like I am complaining too much, I did pick up
one of my boys thin whistles and start playing
since we have been home everyday. I am
improving but I am not so sure the neighbours will
agree with the noise
Stay Safe

Mr Trench
Well the only skill I've learned is a mental skill called restraint. That refers to the ability to step back , take a
few breaths and put the thought of killing everyone else in the house out of my mind. So far it's going ok but
tis early days yet. I spend a lot of time in the evenings ringing people and generally chatting for longer than I
normally would. WhatsApp had just taken off and it's hard to keep up with all the funny stuff that seems to
be constantly coming through.
As for exercise, I head off for a walk in the morning and do a bit of cycling in the evenings. I bought what's
called a smart trainer for the bike so I can link up with a few lads from Glin and do spins on the internet. We
can chat online at the same time so it's good crack.
I had signed up for Netflix before the Covid and have watched Sunderland till I die, which I thought was
brilliant.
I guess like a lot of people I'm thinking about when all this will be over and when life will get back to normal. I
heard someone say that we should be assessing the way we do things and whether we should take a critical
look at our lifestyles. I've taken that to mean that we should revert back to a simpler way of life. We are
surrounded by junk, most of it made in China, and plastic made by big oil rich oil companies. I'm beginning to
come round to the thinking that it's time for change. With that in mind I'm starting a campaign to stop trade
with China and encourage people to buy everything they need locally. I'm also going to try and turn Tarbert
Comprehensive into a plastic free zone. wow my life is over.

Life Under Lockdown

Ms. Anderson
Have you learned a new skill?
I haven't learnt a new skill exactly but my IT skills have improved out
of necessity more than anything, though still experiencing some
technical difficulties!
Have you spent time doing things you wouldn’t usually have time to
do?
I have definitely spent more time outside playing with my kids from
hurling to football and soccer, we are in the middle of a crossbar
challenge which I am failing miserably. Don't have Netflix but I
enjoyed The Nest on BBC. It was about people's past secrets and how
one accidental meeting can change your life
At the moment trying to use up leftover Easter eggs so looking
forward to making a Dark Chocolate Fudge Cake by Donal Skehan. I
am half way through a burpee challenge and struggling but I will
finish it using my
stubbornness more than by fitness.

Ms. Foley
My life and that of my family has changed hugely since the lockdown. I think we have all learned how
much pleasure comes from the little things in life. There's so much to be thankful for and we remind
ourselves of this every day. We started a wish jar and every day the 4 of us put in our wish. It could be
something as nice and simple as visiting my mom and being able to go inside to my home and have a cup of
tea...or going to Tesco without feeling like you are breaking the law!!! Little things that we have now
learned mean so much. Its great that we have realised that we don't need shopping sprees or excessive
spending to feel pleasure ( though Penny's and Claire's Accessories has been mentioned several times in
the wish jar!!!)
My children miss school and miss their routine and their friends. I miss school, my routine and my
friends...and of course my students. I miss the laughter and the camaraderie but when we get back, it
will get there again in bucketfuls.
Every day we get out for a walk...something we never had time for before. It's so lovely to stop and chat
to all my neighbours and get to know them better. No-one is in a rush and everyone is happy to talk. We
look forward to it everyday and I know we will treasure this always. Even getting out for a walk just
helps us to stop, focus and breathe and appreciate all around us. How did we know not see all this
before? So while it's a big change for us we are seeing good in every day.
We have also realised how lucky we are to live in the countryside and experience so much freedom. We
have sent lots of letters and postcards and we make lots of phone calls!!!
We, like the rest of the country, have done lots of baking! I had forgotten how enjoyable it was. I have
sent pictorial evidence of some of my baking delights to my friends ...but just let me
say some questioned whether I had baked them or bought them in a shop they looked so good!!! I swear
I wont hold it against Ms Mulvihill forever!!
The new skill I have learned is to be more computer literate! My students will never again have to ask me
when something goes wrong with my computer in D7...'have you it turned on?'. Who knew being surgically
attached to a PC for 12 hours a day could produce such results??? Apologies to my classes for having to
endure my strong Templeglantine accent daily on the audios!!!!!
Finally it makes me proud to think that even though the Comp is closed we still are working together:
staff and students. There is such a huge sense of us all going in this together, helping each other out.
The same goes for Irish people as a whole, supporting frontline workers, older vulnerable people etc. Its
heartwarming to see such community spirit and generosity.
This is what I will remember the most; the good that is in everyday and the good that's in every situation ♥

Life Under Lockdown
Ms. Hogan
Well to start with I do miss
the school , the staff , the
routine and even the
students !!! Teaching on line
just isn’t the same . A lot of
the day is taken up with
preparing and delivering
classes , sending and replying
to emails and doing
corrections .

Ms. O’Connor (Chaplain)
Since the school closed, I’m spending every day with my daughters. When I’m
not sitting in front of a laptop, we bake, we make jigsaws, we go for short walks
and we jump on the trampoline. Usually, I do not have time for these activities
during a school week. I’m grateful to be able to spend this time with them. My
knowledge of technology is improving day by day. I never did a Facetime call
before the lockdown – I did not need to – and now it is the way I stay in contact
with my siblings and their families. Of course, I miss visiting my family, meeting
my friends and school. I would prefer to invite my neighbours in for a cup of tea
instead of talking to them from the other side of the road but I’m sure keeping
our distance from each other will be better for us all in the long-term.
Mr O’Keeffe

When this becomes a distant memory, some people may be able to say that they have
learned new skills or spent the time learning more about themselves……I will not.
I don’t know where the hours of the day go. I will admit I have found some time to
practice darts and the guitar (during the Easter ‘holidays’) but no new skills. That
Easter break did give a chance to get a lot of jobs done around home (mostly painting)
that could be done during lockdown. I also did get on the turbo trainer and got a few
fitness videos done. Sometimes even yoga to sort out dodgy back and knees. These can’t
replace the open road though. I am really looking forward to getting back cycling
outside again.
When we have been ‘distance teaching’ there is very little time for any of this. Live
classes and email take up most of the day. What is left of the day is spend explaining to
my two year old daughter that whatever it is she wants to do now cant be done
‘because of the virus’. A phrase she is able to repeat now, if not understand.
When there is time at night Netflix is earning its money. Fauda (Israel/Palestine
conflict drama) is my main watch. Old YouTube videos of better days for Arsenal also
fill any gaps in the day. I stress ‘OLD’ videos of Arsenal. The odd limerick Hurling
classic has been thrown on as well

My new skill is in trying to do
all of that plus home school
my 11 year old and stay sane.
Someone in the local shop
asked me recently if I was
enjoying being on holidays !!!
Well if looks could kill …….
We got Netflix 3 weeks ago ,
so far I've only watched the
film “The 2 popes “ , it was
pretty good . Myself and my
2 daughters watch recorded
episodes of “ A place in the
sun “ every night , pure
escapism.
I've spent more time cooking
and baking with the 11 year
old . My husband reckons I
shouldn’t go back to school
at all , just stay home and
cook nice things .
We are definitely spending
more time together as a
family and that’s a positive
that’s come from lockdown .
Still there are times when I
sneak off to my room just to
escape them for a while !!!!!

Life Under Lockdown
Ms McSweeney
Have I learned a new skill? Well, yes , many, particularly , of course on the computer and smartphone! !
Although I have always been reluctant to learn new I.T. skills ,(partly because I belong comfortably to the 20th
century. ..I loved the good old parker pens and lovely soft letter-writing paper , scented, embossed, possibly
flavoured even though I never went so far as to try eating it!) I also loved actually talking to people instead of
emailing them, and I never minded being in the physical presence of those I was in a meeting with ! ) I have
been , in these last few strange and sometimes difficult weeks, been dragged into the world of emailing, livestreaming, google -meeting, sharing in drive, uploading, attaching, recording, scheduling send(Miss Moloney
taught me that one , so that I wouldn't be emailing all of you poor already stressed students at all hours of the
day and night!!)
I must admit that there is a great sense of achievement when I actually master these new online tasks. I can
actually have a conversation now with Mr McNamara about my online issues without sounding thick! However,
there is a weird irony in all of this new-fangled way of communicating and teaching, And that is , as we forge
ahead online, the natural world is standing still. I am blessed to live beside the Shannon Estuary. My local pier
is within 2 kms. (at least as the crow flies) and every morning , before I go on my laptop in the study to start my
day's teaching, I go and plunge into the cold water (freezing actually) . In the past there would have been the
hum of traffic from the road near where I swim, the swish of trucks and cars and vans going about their busy
day. Now there is almost silence . I can hear the birds singing, more loudly than ever and I admire the furze
which is now ablaze in the fields which lie between the water and the road.
Back at home , all of my 4 children are busy on laptops, either with school or college work but will of course
appear regularly for food! Apart from that they are amusing themselves with baking, buzz cuts, work-outs of
every conceivable kind, playing cards, organising zoom quizzes ! La liste est sans fin! Meanwhile, my husband is
farming and forgetting that we may be in an online class when he bursts in the door in a panic shouting for us
to come and to stop runaway cattle! The new and the old ways , the sublime and the ridiculous , all in these
days of lockdown ..days we will always remember and , which will. ultimately , have changed us, forever.

Ms Flynn

Life Under Lockdown

I was asked what has been new for me since this awful situation has hit everyone and my first thought went to just
days before total lock down. We had a sudden death in the family and at the time we felt the funeral was very
difficult, as all funerals are but looking back we are grateful for a few small factors. We were able to have a church
mass and burial (with just family) had it been a few days later things would have been so different. My heart goes out
to those families who did not or do not have the privilege of sending off their loved ones in a manner that was
befitting them. I now realise the grievance process is prolonged as friends were not able to express their condolences
and by this I mean that phone calls and messages are ongoing, which is wonderful on one hand but very difficult on
another. What makes it even more difficult is that I cannot see my parents and give them a hug and have a cup of
coffee with them. Family is everything.
Anyway, on a lighter note it is great to have saved money on diesel (yea, right!) wage has been spent on flour, milk
and eggs. If I see another baking recipe it won’t be too soon!
I have painted everything outside that is possible to be painted, whether it needed it or not. On the odd rainy day I
have logged onto Joe Wicks exercise class as it is aimed at children as well and has passed the odd morning for us.
Have to admit I am not much of a TV buff and have not really changed any of my habits. Have watched the odd film
on Netflix but nothing too exciting. I have become an expert in Uno – great card game, and rekindled my love for
jigsaws. Other than that nothing really exciting.
I used to love my mobile phone, when it ‘pinged’ I was always looking forward to a joke from friends or some
news. Nowadays when the ‘ping’ goes off I cringe, even my girl says ‘No mom not another e-mail!’ I now regularly
leave it aside and ignore it and that definitely was not me.
On a final note I have to feel sorry for Mr. MacNamara, due to his great demonstrations and advice we are now all
upskilled, able to Meet and Zoom etc. I am sure he is worried about his job in case one of us will take over!
It has been very different, pros and cons I guess. Enjoyed the time with my daughter, we have never done so much
together but yes guys I have missed school, I have missed using a white board and markers, missed the interaction
with students, missing the final few weeks with my Leaving Certs but probably most of all missed the jokes and

chats in the staffroom. Stay safe.
Mr. Langan
Firstly the grass on the lawn grows a lot faster when we
are in school, seems it doesn't need to be cut as often
now. I miss sport. We need to finish the premiership. I
miss the goals and the matches and feel robbed of the
chance of roaring at the tv while Liverpool are playing.
Our world needs sport back. I have not learned a new
instrument but have won several battle royal challenges
both solo and as a team player.
I am revising national school level Irish, maths and
English spelling on a daily basis. I am glad my chosen
subject is Art. My son and I have had several field trips to
the bog, so geography is covered too. History comes in
the form of regular Titanic documentaries. My 5 year old
daughter has taken full advantage of my time and
experience with painting. I have begun to realise the
importance of the written word and how time taken to
phrase a sentence can make a huge difference to its
meaning and to the response you receive. Email contact
is a delicate thing!
I have prepared my garden to set vegetables after 5
years of planning.
Finally, I've finished both Narcos and Ozark on Netflix.
Excellent shows.

Life Under Lockdown

Ms S Fitzgerald
When School closed suddenly on the 12th of March ,I think it took us all by surprise. We were anxious, nervous
and unaware that we might not see each other for weeks on end. Teaching from home has been a huge
challenge but such a learning experience. My computer skills have improved greatly and never in my wildest
dreams did I ever think I would be live streaming classes from my stairs in Knocknagoshel .But needs must.
Lockdown is a challenge for us all, but that said there are many things I have enjoyed about it, getting to spend
more quality time with my husband and daughter. I downloaded the Smiling Mind App -and Blaithin and I do a
ten minute meditation together every morning, followed by school in our office daily. We try to stick to the
school timetable and when we finish at 4, we do either a Joe Wick’s workout or some Yoga - all new to me I
must admit. So also during this time I have perfected a Sunday Roast ( which is pretty good for someone who
hates cooking).I have learnt three new songs(as I am singing the same old song as my party piece for the last
20yrs).My daughter and I have decluttered the whole house(taking the phrase Spring Clean to a whole new
level).I have enjoyed an early morning walk, stopped and appreciated nature all around me and I have listened
to the beautiful chirping of the birds. This is something that would be alien to someone like me who is always
rushing about and forever busy. That said there are many things I miss, I miss my classroom A1 and the buzz of
students coming and going every 40mins. I miss the good banter laughs and jokes of my good friends in the
staffroom. I miss not been able to hug my mom and dad, my brothers and sisters. I hope going forward that we
will all learn from this and appreciate and be grateful for the time we all spend together
Ms. Henry
During the lockdown I've been enjoying the space it's given to my head.
While work is very busy am not doing all the running to sports , fleadhs,
chess clubs, swimming etc. Yippy.
I am blessed that I live by the sea so I' going for walks every day.
Work is mad busy but I have learnt lots of new techie skills . I'm getting to
be a general whizz !!! I'm zooming , attending and hosting meetings on all
kinds of media platforms, some more successful than others !
No time for new recipes but have got to know my neighbours so much
better and have had meetings with people through windows. open doorways,
out in fields and of course on the strand!

Mr. Dore
My own Lockdown experience is one of.....Life is strange and nuts!
With 3 young ones at home, its challenging to say the least...I will never
again listen to people criticising teachers.....trying to do schoolwork with
my own has been a hair pulling exercise and I don't have much hair left..
Between Tarbert schoolwork and doing kids homework, each day is
hectic/manic and at times frustrating....
We recently got a dog...couple of months old...I think its smaller he's
getting what with all the walking....
It’s eerie going to town shopping what with majority of businesses
closed, it's so quiet, its like a scene from an Apocalypse movie,.....all
that's missing are the zombies.
I have purchased a double inflatable kayak and am looking forward to
learning the intricacies of travel on the river that's next to us...me and the
kids, don't think the wife trusts me not to try and drown her 

Life Under Lockdown
Mrs. Behan

I’m happy to say that lockdown hasn't changed things terribly for me. I think we have been so blessed with the weather; I
love being out and about and the sunshine has made everything very bearable. Initially, it took me a good two weeks to get
sorted with remote teaching. My relationship with my students forms a very big part of my teaching and a computer screen
is no substitute for in-class spontaneity and conversation. I found it very weird in the beginning. I had to be very brave
about making recordings. The first one I made took about 5 attempts, because I kept breaking down laughing at myself. I
thought I looked and sounded totally ridiculous. I still think that, but I've had positive feedback from students and I totally
see the value of it so I've stopped being self-conscious a long time ago now. Initially also, I found it very difficult to sit at a
computer screen from 9am -4 pm every day. Sometimes longer. I had to devise a plan to deal with the wave of emails I was
receiving every day. Otherwise the workload would have become overwhelming.
I have been so impressed by our students' engagement and maturity and helpfulness and understanding. Trying to express
that in an email is sometimes insufficient. It will be lovely to meet classes eventually face to face and chat about the
experience. And laugh about it. Funnily enough, I have learned about myself that I have far more patience with people and
children than I do with technology. I expect it to work smoothly and efficiently. When I find it causing me more angst than
necessary, I really want to throw my computer in the bin. I've had about 3 meltdowns, all entirely computer related. Then I
have to remind myself that technology has been another massive blessing of this time. It is the means by which I can
communicate with my students and family so I climb back down off my high horse of indignation and wait for it to work.
And I am blessed to have a very patient husband who helps me and does not get mad with technology.
Personally, the thing that I miss the most is being able to visit my family. (Thanks to technology!) we are in contact a lot but
it's been a long time since I spent any length of time with my parents or siblings. The seldom time I do see them, I feel
obliged to keep the 2m distance, which can be frustrating. My sister had a baby boy on 3rd April , the day of our Easter
hols, and I still haven't met him face to face! I'm sending kisses online via his older sisters who are happy to oblige. I have
another sister living in England who had holidays home booked for April and July with her family. She has had to cancel
everything and God only knows when I'll get to see her. I really can't wait to meet them all again. I have missed very much
going to Mass; a closed church seems totally anathema to me, even though I understand and appreciate why the situation
is. I can still pray at home and don't feel disconnected as live streaming of masses and prayer services has been more than
plentiful. However, I kind of feel that Jesus has been doing all the visiting to me; I look forward to being able to visit him
back in his own house too eventually. Return the call, so to speak! 😉
I've started watching more telly than I normally would. One series that we've gotten into since the lockdown is The Man in
the High Castle on Amazon Prime. It's very gripping. We've just started Season 3 and I hope it will continue to entertain as
much as the first two seasons. I've also watched quite a few episodes of Unite 42 on Netflix - it's a French/Belgian crime
series and an interesting way to spend an hour. I've resurrected my trad flute since lockdown also and am trying to learn a
few tunes that I've found on the Net and remember old tunes I used to play. I've gotten very rusty! Other than that, I try to
get out in the fresh air as much as I can because it makes me very happy to be outside in the front or back garden or to go
for a walk in the park beside us. I also have Baby Behan en route, making his/her presence felt every day! One way that
lockdown has benefitted me is that I can take things a bit easier than I would if I were in school. I have a tendency for the
last few months to wake up multiple times at night; I've been having very broken and fitful sleeps. So I can find myself
very often in the kitchen with a cup of tea or a glass of milk at 3.30 am. Consequently I'm stuck to the bed in the mornings.
This has been very weird for me also. Up until now I have been a champion sleeper and I'm naturally a morning person.
Just not these mornings!! I have to peel myself out of the bed. So, I'm very fortunate not to have to be getting up extra early
for school. 
Other than these little changes, life is very good. There's a lot to be grateful for, lots of grace-filled moments and so much
to look forward to. It will be an interesting time to look back on and I'd like to think that I'm making the most of the space
and peace and extra time that it's affording me. I'd like to take the opportunity to thank colleagues for their support and
friendship over the last few weeks and to thank my students for their comments and feedback and general goodwill and
positivity. I really look forward to meeting you in person again very soon.

Life Under Lockdown
Ms. Lane
Have I learned a new skill?
Yes, How to use screencast, thanks to the lovely Mr
McNamara.
Have I spent time doing things I usually wouldn’t have
time to do?
Not during school time, but over Easter I was able to
actually finish the newspapers I bought on Sunday! I also
finished painting two chairs that I began in June...
Have I watched any good shows on Netflix? Yes! The
Tiger King! It was truly daft stuff, a 'cultural context'
worthy of study!! I also watched a series called The Spy, a
bio-drama starring Sacha Baron Cohen, now that was
gripping! I highly recommend it.
Is there any new recipe I have tried?
No...but I cannot stay away from Mr Kipling French
Fancies.

Have I tried any online workouts?
Sorry Tadgh, I don't even try offline workouts... my lovely
doggo takes me for my daily walkies as a treat.

Ms. Mullane
Being on lockdown has been such an eye opener. I will never again take the simple things like popping around to see
my Mom and Dad for granted.
- Also, I always knew I enjoyed my job and working with teenagers but I miss them so much. Physically being in the class
is something I love and I have a new found appreciation for people who spend their day at work in front of a computer.
- Each week I set myself a new challenge in the kitchen by cooking something I’ve never tried before and it’s going
down a treat.
- To balance out all the cooking
and eating I cycle every day with
my daughter which is something I
hadn’t done since I was a
teenager. It’s lovely to be able to
do the simple things in life and see
how much joy it brings to her by
just spending time together
outside and enjoying life
- Overall, I’m being positive about
our “new norm” and enjoying my
time at home with my family. We
will never again get this
uninterrupted valuable time
together again

Life Under Lockdown
Ms. Jeanelle Griffin
Quite honestly, I have never been busier! Getting on Mr. Prendiville’s virtual school
bus, wrestling with Mr. McNamara’s online platform, along with “Mission FTF” –
feeding my 3front liners has kept me more than occupied in the Covid Lockdown.
Luckily the weather has been kind, I love gardening; I’ve shaped every bush, choked
every weed and cut every single blade of grass! I’ve Spring (Summer, Autumn &amp;
Winter) cleaned the house, the garden shed, the garage, the dog – I’ve even washed
my car! The bravest thing I’ve done is let my daughter cut my hair!!! The worst thing
I’ve done is put on a foot mask thingy (seriously - green, slimy &amp; smelly) –
never again! The most creative thing I’ve done is set up
a mini golf course on the lawn! I, (along with the entire world it seems) got “roped
in” by Joe Exotic, baked banana bread, and completed a 5k (WALKING) challenge
(thanks for the nomination Trench)! I’ve enjoyed playing “Tension” (aptly named
game/ causes arguments/ calls for independent adjudication) with the kids, reading
(just finished “Where the Crawdads Sing” by Delia Owens – loved it) and taking a
nostalgic look back at photos and videos of great family occasions. I miss the Comp,
my friends on the staff and friendly student faces, I enjoyed making the “Keep your
Head Up, Keep your Heart Strong” video, it captures TCS connectedness and let’s hope
we see one another soon. In the meantime, “never let a good crisis go to waste”, get
busy, keep a positive mind-set, stay safe, and be 1%
better tomorrow than you were today!

Ms. Brick
Lockdown has been very limiting in some
ways but as you mentioned I have had time
for new things:
- Daily exercise and the freedom to do this
early in the morning or at lunch time, since
I am at home
- Gardening: I've planted some willow trees
in my garden and have been adding in some
bee friendly shrubs
- Cycling: I have parked up my car and
exclusively use my bike to get groceries
and supplies. I'm really enjoying how the
roads are quieter, safer and the air is
cleaner.
- Reading: I have a habit of buying too many
books so I have a backlog to read. I now
find I am reading more as I try to put away
my phone more often.
- Spending time with family: now that I am
working from home I spend all day with my
immediate family. We're enjoying having
lunch together, not rushing over breakfast
in the morning, getting out for walks and
cycles together and generally having more
time to chat.

The New Alarm Clock!
I’m stirring, I'm starting to wake up
…there's that snuffling noise again the noise getting closer and closer
All of a sudden I can feel something gentle rub against my
nose
My eyes flutter open to find my dog's eyes inches away
from my face
I shriek, my dog licks my face,
"Good Morning, Molly," I sigh
And that's my wake up call.
Chloe Farmer

Life Under Lockdown
Mr. Scanlon
If someone had told me that the school would be closed for weeks on end, all sporting events cancelled, interaction between friends,
colleagues and students would have come to an almost complete standstill, I would have said "you were beginning to lose the plot".
Unfortunately, the harsh reality of Covid19 is that many people feel vulnerable and in certain cases are in mourning. Adjusting to life
without school, was initially a novelty once the announcement was made by Taoiseach and closer to home, our school principal. What
many of us thought was going to be a week or two at most - now feels like a lifetime for some. Five weeks later and all the signs on the
news indicate that we are over the worst of this deadly virus and the curve is flattening. However, complacency is now our greatest
enemy. Hopefully, people will realise the incredible efforts being made at national and our own local "heroes".
Personally, it hasn't been too difficult to adjust to the new regimes of life. Most days are repetitive and have a certain familiar routine.
Usually up at 8.30am and check the emails. Some of my students are night owls during this crisis and work is sent at all hours. In the
morning it is not uncommon to see forty emails from students, asking for help, checking what homework was assigned or telling me
their microphone and/or camera was not working during online classes....an excuse I am growing tired of!! In reality, the students have
been outstanding and I have to acknowledge that, in very difficult circumstances.
I'm lucky that I have a gym set up in my back garden, dumbbells, bench press, and battle ropes are all to be seen. If I hadn't that, my day
would be somewhat different and less enjoyable. Football appears to be over and a national league that promised so much with Limerick
is currently up in the air with a date in Croke Park looming. After five tough months of intercounty football our season seems to have
come to a premature end. Like most things in life, we will just have to get on with it and take it in our stride.
Over the first few weeks of the crisis, I took up playing the guitar.......again! This is probably my 5th attempt and I am struggling for
motivation. If I come out of this with a few chords learnt, I will be pleased. I don't have Netflix, but my internet usage time has
increased considerably. Interaction with friends and family takes up a fair bit of time. I have kept in touch with a good few of the
teachers too, Mr. Trench, Mr. Dore, Mr. O'Keeffe and Mr. Nash regularly keep in contact.
What can I say to the exam years? Especially the Leaving Cert students. First of all, don't worry!!!! Every student in the country is on the
same boat......the destination of that boat is still undecided, but it will dock at the port soon, so keep that I mind. Make sure to keep in
regular contact with friends and indeed teachers (we are human too). At the moment, some students are worried and anxiety seems to be
building up, that is only natural at a time of crisis, it is best to exercise and talk to relieve that stress.
I hope that after this pandemic, we realise the value of having a great support network in school and how important it is to deal with
difficult circumstances. In life, we encounter hard situations and ways of dealing with them, disappointing results in exams, relationships
and everyday issues. With this dreaded Coronavirus, maybe some good will come from the efforts being made by all. With any luck, we
will become a more caring society and appreciate what we have!

Keep Calm and Drink Tea
Amy White

.

As clichéd as it sounds, you never really appreciate the
simple things in life until you are suddenly without them.
It’s like a shock to the system, a cold bucket of water over
your head. As the song goes, “Only know you love her when
you let her go”. It’s like when you catch a cold, you
suddenly reflect back on all the times you were able to
breathe normally and took it for granted. It’s the small
things: seeing your favourite teacher, that bus driver who
waves at you every morning, getting a jam bun on a
particularly trying day. Being without all these things has
forced me to open my eyes to how good a life I was living.
When the world returns to normality, gratitude will become
a big part of our lives. Being grateful for everything we
have, everything we hope not to be without again.

While my family are all pretty close, we aren’t used to spending this much time together. We would have
school, work, activities. Being at home with them 24/7 has been interesting to put it one way. Inevitably, we
all have our moments, yet I’m relieved to have them all with me. Definitely, one of the best things is that my
grandparents can no longer moan or complain about me being on my phone all the time! It’s so funny
whenever we FaceTime my nana: she’s had a lot of practice in the last few weeks, but we sometimes turn the
camera upside down or cover it just to annoy her.
Given the amount of time on our hands, me and my sister have taken up baking. One of these days we are
going to overdose on sugar. It’s quite shocking how much fun we’ve been having, making and decorating
buns and cakes. Good food can solve any problem, if you eat enough of it. In typical Irish fashion, the weather
is confusing. It knows we can’t go anywhere and deliberately invites the sun for a few weeks. At least now, I
can go for walks down Tarbert Island or in the woods. It’s a great way to just clear my head and pretend the
world is ok, at least for a small while. back is not fun. At all.
I, admittedly, have fallen prey to the beautiful trap created by Netflix. You decide to watch maybe twenty
minutes, but a series later, it’s four in the morning and you haven’t left your room in eleven hours. This was
previously frowned upon, but now watching movies all day, every day is the ideal way to pass the time. I don’t,
but the point is, if I really wanted to, I could. It’s not like I have places to go, or people to see.
The worst thing about a school day is getting up early. I like to sleep. Now, I can sleep in until ten or eleven
before I get up and still have plenty of time to do work, because it’s not very restricted like a timetable- we can
pick what we do and when we do it (within reason). With more sleep, I find I’m able to concentrate better and
I am a little more productive. I can drink tea while I’m doing school work. This one is a real game changer.
Tea and biscuits are making this a much nicer experience. Nothing is better than lying in bed with tea,
biscuits and a good book. Continuing that last point, I have been reading so much more that I have the time.
Since I have nowhere to be, it’s much easier to just sit down and lose myself in a book, and bingeing the whole
thing. Personally, I feel that reading for eight hours is better than watching Netflix for eight hours. Books
smell nicer and are much better weapons against potential intruders!
There are so many negatives in the world today, it’s easy to focus on them entirely. But there are always
positives. As a very wise fictional character once said: “Happiness can be found in the darkest of times, if one
only remembers to turn on the light”. Humanity has survived everything the universe has put it through.
Wars, droughts, ice ages. We will make it through this too. For the now, we can focus on the positives. Books,
movies and music can become our escapes. Our families and the internet can become our crutches. Good food
and a pot of tea can make us smile. Long walks in the fabulous weather make us appreciate the small and
beautiful things in life. Even on the longest, darkest days of the year, the stars shine bright.

A New Routine
Brigid Flahive
I wake up to the sounds of birds chirping, eagerly
building nests and flying back and forth like yo-yos
outside of my window. Each morning the balmy sun's
rays shine in through the glass, filling my bedroom with
light and hope. ‘Another day in paradise!’ my father
jokes. It is not often that I get to spend time with
him in the mornings as he is usually out at work by the
time I climb onto the bus and head to school. Outside,
it is as though the entire world has shut down and my
home makes up the total of Earth’s human population.
There are no trucks rushing by, managing to hit every
last pot hole in the road. There are no cars racing by
leaving tyre marks on the road. It is calm and peaceful.
On the days where the weather is warm and summerlike, you can listen to tractors trailing into the bog
collecting turf or farmers hauling cattle from one field
to another. These are the days where I would love
nothing more than to be with my friends, swimming in
between crashing waves at the beach, sand covering my
feet and the smell of salt water as it drips from my
tousled hair. Now, the only messy hair I have is when I
drag myself out of bed in the morning!
I am thankful that I can sleep well at night, without
the threat of the bothersome alarm ringing through my
brain at the exact same time every morning. I have to
admit however, a small part of me misses the alarm.
The alarm for me meant routine. A routine where I
knew I would be doing the same things every day and
seeing the faces of all of my peers and being able to
chatter with my friends. Sometimes though, I feel like
a chicken, cooped up inside a cage, longing to wander
around the free, open world. I know that I cannot do
this for the sake of my own health but also the lives of
my family, friends and strangers. I never thought that
I would see a day where instead of talking about the
weather every morning, we would be discussing the
‘death toll’ of our country. I have an immense amount
of respect for the frontline workers during this
pandemic. Nursing and caregiving are two essential
careers which are prominent in my extended family. I
applaud those who risk their lives every second that
they are in those hospitals taking care of victims,
putting the mortality of a complete stranger above
their own health.
I seek to find the positive effects of this virus on my
life. I amble around my house in search of some alluring
behaviour to cure my boredom. In my brother’s
bedroom, I find him playing cheerfully with his LEGO
men in the houses he spent days crafting, oblivious to
the current pandemic outside of his little bubble of
innocence. While being inside with an abundance of spare
time lying on my hands, I have had a lot of time to
ponder over my future and all of the things I aspire to
do when I am older. I am able to see how much I have
taken my life for granted. Once this virus has passed, I
will never take even the littlest things in life for
granted. Being able to go to school sometimes felt like
a chore rather than a blessing but I now yearn to go
and see all of my classmates and peers again. How could
I have overlooked such a gift in spending hours with my
friends five days a week? If I knew that I would not be
able to see my friends for such a prolonged period of
time, I would have made them laugh a little harder or
hugged them a little tighter before saying goodbye…

Beauty in all its forms
Xiao Ying Li
Everything starts again when I open my eyes in the mornings.
For days, I didn't need to be conscious of the time or to be
annoyed by the loud beeping from the alarm clock. Simply, I was
lying on my cosy bed ‘endlessly’. Now, it is very obvious that I
am have quickly adapted to this lazy pace in the mornings. I
slowly drag myself up and pick up my phone. My sights are
immediately filled with wordy texts, and a stream of news about
Coronavirus. Numerous schools, factories, shops are closed
down. Each corner of the entire world has lost its dynamic
liveness. Only the hospitals maintain their hectic pace. People
are in and out of the hospitals all the time. I really feel this vividly
presents a stark image to those of us who are staying at home
currently. It might be a ‘cage’ for some people. It is like birds
eagerly seeking the chance to get out of the cage but temporarily
having lost their ability to fly. I know and understand how this
feels. Sometimes, my brain is just invaded by those bad news but
in a way, in these moments of extreme ‘anxiety’, within myself,
there is a desire - I crave a normal world. I long for the usual
days. I wish for myself. A desire to believe that I can find a ‘
beautiful me’.
The first step and always to better myself is to have a healthy
mind. Gratitude is absolutely vital in life. During this particular
time of the year, I have plenty of time to practice my gratitude. I
now can really spend the time with my family and feel a sense of
family spirit. I am thankful for the ‘special’ meals. The dining table
is always full of hearty and delicious food. We can then sit down
and enjoy eating together. We talk about common and different
nice things, such as funny jokes or enticing stories in the day,
everyday. This only happened occasionally in the past as
everyone in my family was busy at their own work. We hardly
communicated during daytime, and sometimes even night time
was taken by our hectic schedule. I strongly believe that this
bustling situation applies to most people. This particular time is
converting my ordinary life into extraordinary moments. Is it
redundant? No, it is absolutely abundant.
Although I found nothing really meaningful to do for the first few
days, I started to pinpoint things I could do, instead of just sitting
back, waiting and waiting for the limitless deadline. For instance,
I have groomed my dog ‘improperly’, - it was a ridiculous
grooming style, but anyway I tried and it seemed to make him
comfortable a bit. I am drilling into gardening because the
weather is just as wonderful as I must be thankful for. So far, I
have planted a variety of vegetables and fruits in the backyard to
keep up self- sufficiency. Hopefully, I can harvest them as soon
as possible and it is worth my patience to plant and care for them
each day. Cooking is another side, my cooking skill is improving
because I learned how to cook other tasty food from my parents.
There are immense benefits that I can obtain by finding things to
do and by exploring more about myself. Beauty in all its forms,
exists even now. A new way of living which consists of a distinct
and special routine that you might not have again in your
lifetime. Everything ends by closing my eyes at night. However,
the way is gradually changing during this significant moment of
the year. It is changing not only inside my mind but my heart to
keep shaping ‘A beautiful form of myself’.

Home Schooling
Jack McMonagle
Great bursts of light blast through the
window,
breaking through the darkness
Illuminating the dreary interior,
Revealing the textbooks strewn across the
floor,
The heap of empty crisp packets,
The crumbs lining the desk,
Awakening the student
dragging themselves from their deep slumber,
They clamber up onto the desk chair,
Swiping away the stacks of copies revealing
the laptop buried beneath
Bing! An email
‘Click here to join the live class’

Gratitude
Elizabeth Flaherty
As I sit here in my bedroom looking out the window I wonder what would I be doing now if the pandemic wasn't a
thing? The answer is I would be at school with all my friends probably in a classroom with a biro and paper in
front of me not a computer. I never thought I would say I miss school. Many’s the morning where Mum would call
me for school and I would just turn over. The thought of another day, another week of school, learning, and
homework wrecked my mind. School was a burden. But now I miss walking down the ‘C’ Corridor for lunch with
the girls. I miss the craic in class. I also miss basketball at lunch with Padraig. These are all things I took for
granted before.
Now life has been turned upside down schools are closed, shops and businesses shut down, jobs gone and lives lost.
Every day whether it's on the news, radio or social media, the topic is more coronavirus cases and more coronavirus
deaths. All these statistics; all these numbers. Yet behind these statistics and numbers are names - names of family,
names of people who made up our society. It's horrible to lose someone you love not being able to be there in the
hospital to visit them, to hold their hand or tell them you love them in their final moments. Not only that but not
even to be able to hold a funeral. This is another thing we took for granted - to be able to grieve in the company of
others, to be able to give that person you loved so much a send-off they deserve.
We took for granted the simple daily tasks like going food shopping, for a walk or to visit grandparents. The
pandemic has shown us how lucky we were. Now going shopping is a scary task - could you bring the virus home
and end up making a family member ill? We took for granted being able to freely go out and walk or cycle - now
we have to abide by social distancing. Visiting grandparents cannot be done now and that's hard because you worry
about them and you want them to feel safe and loved during this time. The call for a chat and cup of tea is now
replaced by a phone call…
But the pandemic has also shown me I should be so grateful to live in society today. We see strangers rushing to the
aid of others. We can see the best in people. We have doctors and nurses on the frontline caring for the ill even with
the risk that caring for a stranger could make themselves or their families sick. The world has somehow slowed
down and people are realising that we should be grateful to be alive and to have everything that we have. The virus
has shown us the beauty around us. We can hear the birds sing a little louder and the sky blue with not a sign of
fumes in sight. We are spending more time with the people that matter and that's our family members .The virus
has shown me the amazing people around me from my family to the doctors, nurses and our teachers. Our teachers
have worked so hard to keep us busy and educated. It's been hard for us as well as them. I'm sure teachers have lives
and families too and the fact they still fit their students' education is amazing and we should be so thankful.

Keep Calm and Carry On
Zuzanna Palys

I always knew I was dependent on people. But I never realised how important
those little moments were to me - where I high fived the person sitting next to me
because we both failed the test or those silly debates we had during lunch. I never
imagined how hard it would actually be to lose all that. I'm an extrovert. I thrive
being around people, talking and voicing my loud opinion is kind of my signature
thing by now. So for me, this lockdown is literally stripping me away from one of
my happy places. I often think back to our last day of school. I was planning to go
to my best friend's house the next day. Walking out the door making my way to the
buses that Thursday evening I turned back and looked at my friend saying ‘I'll see
you tomorrow’. That day my life did a full 180 degree turn.
The first week it was fine, it didn't really hit me yet, it just felt like a longer weekend. I did miss my friends but it
was manageable. I treated it as a holiday at home. However the second week was when it got bad. I fell into a slump.
I didn't want to get out of bed. I stopped doing most of my homework, I stopped using my phone, I just read a book in
my room and only came down for food. Everything just lost meaning to me. I cried a few times a day, sometimes not
even knowing why. I lost what was most important to me, interaction with my friends. After a week of my pitiful
weeping my dad woke me up at 9am and told me to get ready because we were going on a run. My protests and
arguments did not concern him, so I had no choice. I ran, angrily cursing in my head. But after the run I felt lighter
- sweaty and tired yes, but lighter. My Dad patted me on the back and said okay tomorrow we need to improve our time
by 2 minutes. I did not want to run, I was sticky and sweaty and sore. But I looked at my dad and saw how proud he
was of me for going out to run with him. So the next day I woke up and bettered my time. I finally had a reason to get
up. I felt refreshed and a tiny bit more motivated.
A few nights later, I opened my window and sat down on my windowsill. I looked out at the stars and breathed in the
chilly night air. I spent half an hour like this, just breathing in the air, when I began to realise how absolutely selfish
I am. How dare I cry over having to stay inside when there are people dying, and risking their lives. I have the
audacity to wallow in my self-pity when in reality, I couldn't be more blessed. I am here, in a loving home, with a roof
over my head and more than enough to eat when there are doctors and nurses risking their precious lives to save others.
There are people in abusive homes and they have never been this vulnerable or endangered. There are people grieving
because souls who were not meant to die just yet have been taken because of this virus. I wiped my tears, sat up straight
and told myself to get it together. I will not disrespect those who genuinely have a reason to be sad with my dramatic
and unnecessary weeping. Now I still get upset over this, but I don't let it take over. I cry if I must because missing
people you love isn't easy for anybody. We have the right to be upset because these are upsetting times, however we
must always remember that even though this is hard for me, it's so much harder for others. Which is why whenever I
begin to cry about my problems I force myself to remember that I most likely will come out alive after this, while a lot
of lives will be lost.
I have started to appreciate those times at home when we all play scrabble together or when we do a movie night and
everyone pigs out on junk food. And as much as my family drives me insane, I know how lucky I am to be able to go
on a walk with my sister while screaming our favourite songs or help dad wash the car while spraying ourselves with
water. As much as I hate this lockdown and while I pray every night for this to end, it really has made me see the
importance of a lot of things. After all this I will make sure to never again say no to walking into town with the girls.
I will never take for granted how amazing it feels to hug your best friend and I promise to do my best to live my life in
the moment, because I know how easily all of that can be taken away from me. I miss a lot of things. But that's okay.
Because this isn't forever. This isn't the new reality. This is just an obstacle that we will overcome. This isn't
permanent. I now look at things differently. I now treasure everything so much more. I can now understand how
precious the little things can be.

Together Again Soon
Nicole Walsh
As the boredom consumes me, I sit in my bedroom staring at the
four walls, reflecting on all of the times I took the simple things
for granted. Things such as being able to go to the shop without
gloves and masks, going to school, meeting friends and most
importantly being able to hug someone. As Irish people we are
very friendly. We love to socialise and to be together. We love to
be able to enjoy ourselves without any worries.
This has now been taken away from us. We can all remember
going on holidays or to the beach during Easter and summer
holidays. We would never have guessed that now that has been
taken away from us and that the new ‘normal’ is staying two
meters away from friends and family. We are now deprived basic
human interaction. In shops there are stickers on the floor and a
ban on travelling more than two kilometres from your home.
Life still goes on and many women are giving birth to new-born
babies. It is horrible to think that the mother and child will not be
able to have any visitors to see the newest addition to their family.
It is heart-breaking that grandparents will not get to see their new
grandchild until this is over. It feels like this is a prison sentence
for some as many people young and old live on their own. They
now have no interaction with people at all unlike families that are
able to stay together during this difficult time.
We all feel trapped physically but in reality, we now have
freedom. We are now able to take time for ourselves. This is the
time where we get to take that break and step back from all the
demands of everyday life. Students are now able to work from
home and this may suit some people. They are able to now do an
hour of homework and then go for a short walk. We are not
restricted to specific hours such as school times.

We are able to now take time for our mental wellbeing as well
as our physical wellbeing. People can take up hobbies such as
baking, knitting and gardening - things they loved but were too
busy to do. Now there is time. It is a very precious thing. As a
teenager time flies by but we don’t seem to realise that until we
are grown up. We miss out on opportunities and experiences,
but now, with this time to reflect, we are able to chance that
mind-set.
For some people who may always have just said no to meeting
friends and socialising, they will come out of this saying yes to
every opportunity possible. They will say yes to going to meet
friends, they will say yes and never look back! I am one of these
people who will now say yes any chance I can. We need to get
out and live life as much as we can. We now have freedom to
act like ourselves again and take time to reflect and relax. In
society there is way too much pressure put on young people
today to be perfect at everything they do. We need to take time
for ourselves and if that means going for a walk or even just
listening to music in your room, we have to be able to do it.
This pandemic has caused grief and loss for a lot of the world.
Many people young and old have been taken away from us
because of this. We need to also look after each other as well as
ourselves. Even if we did one good deed for a person that may
be having a difficult time during this, it is as simple as just
ringing them to check up on them. When they know they are not
alone and that they have people who care about them, it helps
much more than you think. The more happiness is spread during
this time, the easier it will be for everyone to get through it.
Keep in mind that there will be an end to this and we will all be
together again.

Life During a Global Pandemic
In December 2019 a virus called the Coronavirus broke
out in China. I remember being in Chicago having
surprised my aunt on her 60th birthday . My cousins
and I were talking about how there was a virus and
joking that we hoped we wouldn’t get it on the plane! It's
now March and the this virus has made its way to
Ireland its no longer a little joke that me and my cousins
were laughing about its a Global pandemic! Schools
and colleges are closed and we can’t even leave our
houses without a good reason! It all happened so fast .
In Moyvane, the little village where I grew up., it's all you
hear about. I can't watch TV without seeing the live
updates. It's even all over my phone .I 'm sitting in the
kitchen and all I can hear in the background is this virus
its it’s all anybody talks about. My sister is stressed over
her job and it's has taken over everybody's life in a
matter of weeks . I cannot help but look at what's
happening in places like Italy. It's awful. Thousands
upon thousands of people are dying. Families can’t even
see their loved ones . The numbers are going up people
are ignoring the clear advice given. I just went to the
shop and it was crazy to see all these people wearing
masks and gloves and signs on the floor telling us the
stay two metres away from other people . It has all made
me paranoid – I wore gloves yet I touched my phone
and then panicked that I might have it .I'm still trying to
get used to it I hate being stuck indoors not being able to
see friends or just go out for a bit .
Since I can no longer go out, I have decided to focus on
myself more - going for walks , doing workouts on
YouTube and eating healthily. I also do a small bit of
meditation; I try and stay off of social media as much as
possible. My family play board games at night. We also
all made a workout to do everyday. I still go a bit crazy
sometimes as I hate being stuck in one place for a long
time. I think facetiming my friend helps to bring me
back to reality . I enjoy bringing out my dogs for a walk .
Just being surrounded by nature always makes me so
calm and happy in its place I go for peace. I love
listening to the birds around me.in some zoos they are
letting the animals walk around as there is no humans
there it's kind of crazy to think about how the roles are
reversed we are the ones who can leave our houses .in
some ways this virus is doing good to our planet
emissions are down by 40 percent the canals in Venice
are clear and there are now fish there again. In some
sense it's letting the world breath for once.. Overall living
during a pandemic is something I don't want to get used
to but until everything is back to normal I'll continue my
healthy eating and exercise, continue with my work stay
aware about this virus and be careful …
Claire Galvin

While I’m sitting here typing this essay I have come to
realize the many things that I’ve taken for granted. One
of them is going to school. - the early mornings I would
crawl out of bed, wishing it was the weekend because
I’m lazy and didn’t want to get up or getting annoyed
when it was time for my least favourite class. I
remember when I was younger and I was asked what I
wanted to give up for Lent, school would nearly always
be the answer!
When the Taoiseach announced that schools were
closing for two weeks I was delighted that I wouldn’t
have to go to school for Lent. For the first couple of
days of online school, I was happy because I could
work at my own pace at home and not have to wear the
uniform every day. But after a week I was finished
with home school and just wanted to go back to my
normal routine. I’m tired of having to do all the group
work by myself – it was fun and enjoyable at school
doing it with my friends. Little did I know I would
miss the teachers’ jokes! All this has taught me I should
always appreciate things in life even if it means getting
up early when I’d rather stay in bed and be lazy.
Another big thing I have taken for granted is meeting
up with my friends. We would see each other every day
at school, messing and having the craic with each other.
We would plan days out together like they weren’t any
big deal. Well looking back on it now we were very
lucky to be able to meet up the amount of times we did.
I have definitely taken meeting up with my friends all
the time for granted as none of us ever imagined that we
would ever have to do this. I would always have loved
to live in the city because all the facilities would be
available either in walking distance or a bus stop or
two. But as quarantine has come about it has taught me
that I’m very lucky to live where I am as I have the
open space to exercise, with the River Shannon close to
my house and I’m not confined in the city where
thousands of people live. Overall the pandemic has
thought me to always appreciate the little things I have
in life.
Eva McLoughlin

Climate Change
David Sheahan
We’ve all heard of climate change but what impact is it having on our world and will have
in the future. I’m David Sheehan and I’m going to show you the major impact climate
change has on our lives. The scientific evidence is clear and irrefutable human activity is
causing our planet to heat up at an alarming rate. Temperature data is showing rapid
warming in the past few decades, the latest data going up to 2019. According to Nasa data
2016 was the warmest year since 1880, continuing a long term of rising global temperatures.
So why should we care? So what, who doesn’t like warm weather?
These rising temperatures have major implications. Climate change can lead to increased rainfall and rising sea levels. Especially, ithin
vulnerable areas, such as Sub Saharan Africa, the consequences of climate change are felt daily. Extreme heat and lack of rain cause drought
with crop failure as a consequence. One popular argument to refute climate change is that it is natural and normal and we’ve seen fluctuations
throughout history. Yes, the Earth has been through a lot in the last 4.5 billion years. And yes, high levels of carbon dioxide have been released
naturally in the Earth’ s history. What we’re experiencing with climate change today, however, is far different from any warming or cooling
humanity has seen in rate and scale. Our present climate change is occurring 20 to 50 times faster than the most rapid climate change events in
history.

If we do not act now the damage will be irreversible On average about 2.57 million pounds of carbon dioxide is released into the atmosphere
every second. Energy is the main contributor to climate change, it produces around 60% of greenhouse gasses. As of 2015 more than 20% of
power was generated by renewable energy. This number needs to drastically increase if we want to stop climate change.
As children, we all dreamed of visiting places like the Great Barrier Reef and areas like the Arctic. However, if global temperatures continue to
rise as predicted, these natural wonders will be destroyed by us humans. Climate change is occurring too rapidly to allow species to adapt. And
this is about more than pictures of starving polar bears on Facebook. Climate change threatens over 40% of amphibians nearly 33% of corals
and a third of marine animal. At this point, with climate change not even at its fullest force more than one million species are at risk of
extinction. This is because climate change is compounding the effects of other already-existing detrimental human activities like overfishing and
deforestation.
You may ask why is this important with all that is going on in the world, with the pandemic going on worldwide people are staying at home
and burning fewer fossil fuels. This has led to a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions. This has helped slow down the impact humans have had
on climate change. This means there is hope for the future and it may just take as big of an event as coronavirus to save our home

Amazing Art

Just a selection of what you’ll find on a meander
round the Art room!

Amazing Art

Behind the Scenes- The Journey to Awards Night
(A Stage Production!)
Mr. Langan
While this year we are looking forward to a very different
kind of Awards’ Night, There has never been a year
without the challenge of hosting the Awards night, and
more to the point creating the visual spectacle that you all
behold at the back of the stage and surrounding displays.
But now in the stillness of the Covid crisis I have time to
reflect and tell you how it all comes about, just so you all
know that the real reward is in the process.
Each year a theme is chosen for the Awards night. It helps give us focus, helps us to gather our thoughts and
most of all get creative. The prize, the front cover of the school magazine! Art students take a design approach
based on the curriculum through the spectrum of Graphic Design. Students produce an A4 size drawing, first
researching their design ideas, referencing various styles and influences. They develop lettering styles through
a component of graphic design called Typography. In their sketchbooks students combine design, lettering and
illustration to work through their vision of the theme given. Completed cover designs are then submitted to the
magazine committee for a winner to be chosen. The winner will hold pride of place on the front cover, with
other submissions used through the magazine to showcase the student’s talent. But it doesn’t end there....
Far be it to waste the talent of the pieces not chosen! Each in its own right is a student’s reflection of the years
passed and so we decided a few years ago that the stage backdrop for the Awards night should honour the
work and contribution of all students. So now every year, under pressure of approaching Practicals and
dreaded exams, behind the doors of the Art room students (and teacher) go the final hurdle and transform the magazine competition entries into a
combined 3 dimensional piece, with the winning cover taking centre stage. These pieces of art are reproduced on wood in a huge scale, cut into sections,
painted and assembled to become some of the backdrops you have enjoyed. Also we also use the evening to display a photography exhibition of work by
students, as well as painting a few banners and such. No paint by numbers here Martin! I would like to take this opportunity to thank all students who
have been involved in the staging of awards night over the last number of years.

FAIRY DOORS
This year’s theme for the LCA group module in Art was
based on the local environment. The aim was to get the
students to observe their hometown environments and
amenities, and see if there was potential to add something to
it. This is a fabulous opportunity to give something back and
to make students more conscious of being part of a
community. It is a very enjoyable project,
which comprises of cross-curricular learning over a number of school departments; Physical Education, IT
department, Photography, English, Math’s, Woodwork and Art department are all involved on some level.
The project was conducted over 3 phases.
Phase 1 involved brainstorming areas of interest and organizing a field trip for research purposes. The field trip was
organized for Tarbert Woods, and more specifically the Fairy Trail. During this trip students were able to observe a
mature fairy trail, identify gaps where additional props could be placed, note sizing and design ideas and gather
resource material in the form of photographs.
Phase 2 was school based exploration of the projects aim and how it could be achieved. Discussion in class decided
that the group would like to make additional Fairy doors for the Fairy Trails in both Glin and Tarbert. From here
they set about design research using their photograph resources and internet, and began work on a design brief
and sketches. Students completed an A2 size drawing of their individual designs, complete with accessories for the
doors and colour schemes.

The final phase of the module was
the construction of the doors by each
student, including sourcing
materials, cutting patterns,
assembling parts and mixing colours.
All students successfully completed
the brief and the doors were due to
be presented to representatives of
the Fairy trails, but unfortunately
due to the Covid 19 lockdown this
had had to be postponed. We will
attend to delivery of the new doors at
our earliest opportunity. Well done
to all involved!

The Summit
Tadgh Daly
As the gentle wind refreshingly broke on his
face, blowing away the beads of sweat he
knew he had finally made it, he could see so
much from here the sharp whit tips of the
neighbouring mountains dwarfed by the one
he currently stood on.

Despite the wickedly cold temperatures, the
stifling heat caused by the hike had control
of his body. He felt like the king of the
world, the top of the clouds looked like
fluffy cotton covering the world, a blanket
being pierced by those oh so beautiful white
peaks. He took a deep breath of the purest
air he ever had the pleasure of breathing, a
crisp clear air you’d never find in the city.
He felt the sun glaring on his neck while the
frigid breeze simultaneously cooled it, he
turned to face the glaring sun, it was
coloured a pale, pale yellow, just looking
around it forced him to squint. He relaxed
his shoulders, allowing his heavy backpack
to slide off & it felt as though someone had
drained the stiffness out of the muscles
behind his neck, he slowly sat down,
allowing it to mould to his shape, his legs
who had been numb with pain flooded with
a prickling static like sensation, the burning
lactic acid made his legs feel like heavy rocks
& the heavy rocks were getting lighter for
every second he sat in the fluffy snow. His
lungs felt ragged & his heavy breathing was
getting lighter as he relaxed.
He took a swig of his water and it felt as
though he was drinking liquid ice. He could
feel his gut instantly cool down, his dry and
cracked lips instantly softening. He looked
around once more and he felt like he could
live here.

Creepy Creations for Dia de
los Muertos

Health Promotion Week

You never know what you’re gonna get
By Conor Hogan
As someone who is always looking for opportunities in acting, I was
pretty excited when the Oskars came to Listowel. Now, for anyone who
doesn’t know, the Oskars are a fundraiser by a company based in Dublin
where local people recreate iconic films to raise money for their local
club. In our case, we were raising money for our local soccer club in
Listowel, Listowel Celtic.
I’ve been acting for almost two years now, starring in a few stage shows during my time but I had
never done any acting for a film, so I thought I’d give this a shot. There were eight groups created
based on our initial auditions and these groups would act in a ten-minute film shot and edited by
Kevin Rowe Events, the company who helped organise all this. After filming, there would then be a
huge event in the local community centre where all the films were shown to hundreds of people
and there were awards for the best films and actors decided on by star judges. The films being
made were iconic: Sister Act, The Snapper, Grease and more. But, the film I was starring in was
perhaps the most iconic… Forrest Gump… and I was starring as.. Forrest Gump.
One of the most iconic characters in film history
was now my challenge. I spent weeks perfecting the
accent, the demeanour, even his iconic run, which
admittedly, lost me some dignity but was fun to
practice. Every Monday, we had group rehearsals,
where we would display our hilarious portrayals of
our characters. As the youngest person taking part
in any of the films, this main role was quite
daunting but my amazing group made me feel so
comfortable in the role, and most of them had
never acted in anything before. Obviously, the
overall aim of this fundraiser was to raise money,
which we had to do ourselves, but that’s kinda
boring, so I’ll just tell you we raised a lot :) .
The day of filming finally came on a freezing Friday morning in February. Honestly, I was wearing
just a short-sleeved t-shirt and trousers in some outside scenes and it was one of the worst
decisions of my life. But the day of filming was great. It was really fun to be on location and
actually bring our versions of these characters to life, definitely one of my favourite acting
experiences. The whole group had great craic and we were sure we had a great film on our hands.
Then the night of the Oskars came…
It was packed. There were over eight HUNDRED people in the one building and that just added to the
suspense present going in. We were all dressed up and after some meeting and greeting with the other
actors in the exclusive ‘VIP’ room (fancy I know, but you literally couldn’t move in there without
bumping into something or someone lol), we went with everyone else to watch the films, which were
great. They were funny, dramatic and actually looked like real films. We watched Forrest Gump and it
was amazing, the crowd responded really well to it. I was hoping for the ‘Best Actor’ award, but I was
facing fierce competition from the man playing ‘The Bull McCabe’ in ‘The Field’, a fellow actor who
unlike me got a standing ovation by the end of the film, so that was great… for him. But then the
award for ‘Best Actor’ was about to be announced. Everything was building to this moment. I was
surrounded by my group, anticipating the result and… I won. I can’t even begin to describe the
feeling of winning, but it was amazing. To know that all the hard work I’d put in over the last few
months had paid off was truly satisfying. The whole event was brilliant and I would happily do it all
over again. To finish off, if the Oskars ever comes to your area, go for it! It’s a fantastic experience
even if you’re not an actor.

History Club Trip and Quiz

My Time in Tarbert Comp
Sarah Kiely
Six years in Tarbert Comprehensive and never a dull moment. I will never forget my
teachers, my friends and most importantly my memories. I have made some amazing
memories and had unforgettable opportunities that I will forever be thankful for. My
trip to Lourdes was a trip of a lifetime and had the most amazing week there and
made me so grateful for my health more than ever. My year in Transition year, one of
the best school years by far. The trip to France, school outings, my involvement in the
concern collections, and the basketball team. I am so thankful for everything the
school has done for their students to make each year better and better. Being in
Tarbert Comprehensive has made me into the person I am today, I have loved every
minute of my time in the Comp. Due to Covid 19 it has made me realize how grateful
I am for my health, my teachers and my friends. Without the teachers we would be
lost without the help and motivation to help us all get through our final school year.
It will definitely be a year to remember!!!

Hello from Barcelona
Nestor Ruiz
In these difficult days have thought a lot about Ireland. I remember
that I just wanted to learn English and make friends. Right now, I
miss Ireland and my Irish friends, the Kelly family, my teachers, the
classmates, singing in the choir, cooking in home economics, the
history club, the book club, badminton, chess and just talking with
the people at the school time.
Now I am in Barcelona and I want to go again to Ireland and say, at least, good bye to people
who have been nice to me. I know that I can send an email, but it is not going to be the
same as ‘face to face’. I am with my family and it is the most important thing. Like my
grandmother. She was in our house to pass the quarantine for a few days. I had a lot of fun
with her. We played games and we watched some films together. Normally, my parents were
working because my mother can work as an engineer at home with the teleworking and my
father just was working in the hospital as normal.
At the start, we were doing well but, with time we just wanted to go outside. For that, a
simple thing like throwing the rubbish into the container or just going to buy something
was one of the most interesting things. Anyway in this situation, what more could anyone
wish for? Finally, my grandmother after a few weeks, left us and went to my uncle’s house
to pass the last part of the lockout. Now, she has more room and more company because she
can play, talk, or whatever, with my cousins who are without work for the quarantine.
Actually, the situation had improved since we started to stay the whole day at home, but
only in some areas.
My family and I are very bored and we have nothing to do except work and we are trying to
do something useful, for example, reading, painting the house, playing the flute, doing
exercise and writing weekly reflections. On the other hand, my old classmates are in the
same situation as me. They cannot hang out with the other people and they must do the
school work. However, I feel that we are not learning too much. Because, we just revise what
we have done. Wasn’t it Einstein who said: “Intellectual growth should commence at birth
and cease only at death”? And Socrates who wrote: “There is only one good, knowledge, and
one evil, ignorance”? For all that, I think that we should give priority to the schools, to be
the first service opened. Because, making this online work is not the best for a long period.
In conclusion, if I can, I will
come back to Ireland to finish
the school year, try to learn
more English and say goodbye.
But, until this moment arrives,
I am going to pass the time in a
useful way and have some fun
between the work and the end
of the day

Once again it was a busy and fun-filled year
for the Tarbert TYs
For me, my favourite memory of Transition Year was the week we spent in France. I have always wanted to travel and see
the world and what better way to do it than being with my friends both old and new. I like learning French at school, and
I saw it as an opportunity to be able to improve. My French family were very hospitable and made me feel at home
immediately. I got on well with my student. We would go for a cycle, play pool and the PS4. I enjoyed the activities we took
part in with school. We did things such as have a sports day, visit the Resistance museum, have a soiree, and visit Dinan. I
really enjoyed the soiree. It was a good opportunity to get to know our French pen pals better and each other. I think that
as a year group we bonded on the trip and came back to Ireland with more friends than what we left with.
Its times such as dancing at the soiree, experiencing a new culture, a new language, and a new environment that I’ll
remember. We also got the chance to know the teachers better.it was a fantastic opportunity that was well taken by the
group, I think. It is my favourite TY memory and I don’t think I’ll forget it any time soon. Adam Finucane

TY has been an amazing year, and a wonderful experience, but the highlight for me
would have to be the trip to Northern Ireland. Not only did we go on cool outings and
get to know each other better, but the whole experience was really laid back, which
made every moment enjoyable. They weren’t very strict with getting up or going to
sleep at a certain time, which gave us a bit of freedom we all appreciated.
An escape room, the Giant’s Causeway, a tour of Derry from Tarbert’s resident
historian, Mr. Trench, shopping in Victoria Square. We managed to do so much in
such a short time, there was never a dull moment. Even when we were just at the
hostel, we were messing around or watching movies. Nevertheless, whatever we were
doing, we would always be talking and I really got to know some of my classmates
better, those I didn’t have classes with or just never really talked to before.
Derry was everything we could possibly need from a trip, we all have memories we
will treasure for the rest of our lives. The Northern Ireland trip will always be a
standout memory from my time in Tarbert Comprehensive.

Amy White

Personally, I loved everything about TY. By doing TY so many
incredible opportunities were open to me. I became more
confident and gained amazing friends, not only in our school
but around the world. I have become more involved in my
school and local communities. I now know what I want to do
with my future. TY built my confidence hugely and there is a
huge difference between peoples confidence going into TY
and their confidence once they have finished TY. TY forces
you to come out of your comfort zone in the best way
possible by doing things you have never done before from
martial arts to CPR and archery. I loved every moment of my
year in TY and I would not change a thing about it. I went
surfing, went to Northern Ireland, did Gaisce, created my
own mini business, went to Africa, went rock climbing, learnt
CPR and first aid, and did work experience that I adored and
so much more. The TY programme in Tarbert is incredible and
so busy and jam packed. TY was one of the best decisions I
have made in my life and one of the best years ever. I
wholeheartedly believe that everyone should do TY if given
the opportunity. Megan Kelly

Film making with Old Friends
Past Pupil Alannah Brent
Fis na hOige is a small film group based in Listowel over the past five
years. During this time, we have made over twenty short films (ranging
from 2 minutes to 15 minutes) that have been entered into film
festivals all around Ireland. I was one of the first members of the
group and before I left, I was Treasurer for the last two years. When
Conor added me to a Snapchat group and asked if I wanted to take
part in a Fis na hOige video he was putting together I thought “Well, I
literally have nothing else to do.”

I thought that the premise for the video was
clever and we would be able to have as much
fun as we wanted with it. Due to college and
work commitments, I have had to recently
leave Fis na hOige, so working with them on
this video, though indirectly, was nice and a
lot of fun. It was a great way to keep us all
occupied during quarantine, even if only for a
short while. I think the video turned out
brilliant and it was great seeing everyone get
involved. I know that
a lot of people have been worried about what’s been going on in the
world, so the video was a nice distraction. I liked how the video started
with news clips of the past few weeks and then went into all of us doing
our parts. I thought that was very clever.
My lockdown experience hasn’t been anything out of the ordinary,
although I do feel like I’m 14 again with being stuck in the house and not
going anywhere, but this time it’s government mandated and not because I
have no friends to invite me anywhere. All jokes aside, I have been
keeping myself occupied as best I can. I’ve started working on a television
mini-series that started as an assignment for college, but I want to expand
and work on it more. I’ve also decided to take this opportunity of free
time to learn a few new things. I’ve learned how to make Spaghetti
Bolognese and chicken stir-fry. I’m taking up re-learning the guitar. I’ve
learned that I have 43 brown freckles on my body! I’ve learned that I have
43 brown freckles on my body! I’ve learned how easy it is to become an
ordained minister online, (surprisingly easy), and finally after two years, I
have thrown away my Leaving Certificate books and copies. I have been
finding it difficult as I’m so used to going to my aunt’s and seeing my
cousins and grandad every other day when I’m home, and not seeing them
has been tough. I’m pretty sure the youngest has forgotten who I am and
that causes me great distress to think about.
I know a lot of people are worried about the lockdown and the pandemic,
but we just need to remember that, although it seems all doom and gloom
for now, the curve will flatten and we will be able to go places again and
hug our friends. I for one am going to give each of my friends a 45-minute
long cuddle whenever I see them next.

Success for our Showjumpers
2019/2020 was one of the most successful years for Show jumping in
Tarbert Comprehensive in a long time. Our first outing of the year was to
Ennis in September. The teams put in great performances but were not in
the rosettes on that day.
It was on one of the wettest days of the year on the Friday of the November
Mid-term break that the teams shone the brightest. The school was
represented in Clonshire Equestrian Centre in Adare by two
fantastic teams. Team 1 was made up of Aobha Mulvihill on Ginger, Aodha
Mulvihill on Carlsberg, Niamh O' Carroll on Medusa and Sarah Quinn on
Gemini. Team 2 was a family affair made up of Paul Murphy on Clonshire
Casey, Antoinette Murphy on Clonshire Lindor and Eoin Murphy on
Clonshire Darcy.
The girls came 2nd in the 1 metre team event, Aobha Mulvihill came 2nd in
the individual 1 metre event and the Murphys missed out on rosettes by the
narrowest of margins. These were huge achievements in a sport that is very
difficult to get in the rosettes. They all practise so hard all year round for
these days and a huge thank you also has to go to Tracy Quinn and former
Tarbert Comprehensive student Rachel Deane at Streamside Stables for
their constant dedication and support to the Tarbert Comprehensive Show
jumping Teams over the years.
The teams had their sights on Clonshire again for the Easter competitions and we were planning a trip to the National Stud
as a lot of the showjumpers are now in leaving certificates and won't be with us next year. It's up to the younger students
now to fill the boots of our departing showjumpers!

Well Done to the Tarbert Talent Lining out for their Counties!!!
Claire Carmody County GAA Limerick seniors 2020
Claire Carmody age 18 is an avid sports player, having played GAA since the age of six.
Claire is also actively involved in rugby, basketball and camogie. More recently she has
been chosen for the panel of the Limerick county football team 2020. We ask Claire what
it means to her to be chosen for this prestigious honour which many aspire to but few
attain.
“From a young age I was very ambitious to represent my county at senior level as a
female football player “
This has been a goal since I started playing football so as you can imagine when I found out that I made the team I
was over the moon to get a message after two weeks of suspense and of thinking the worst. I was picked for the
limerick county senior panel.
We then proceeded to have training three times a week and matches on Sunday’s. Due to lockdown we continue our
training at home and I hope to be back on my pitch playing county and club again soon.
Claire can you tell us more about the selection process
The early morning trials would begin at eleven and finish at 1. It Would usually take an hour to travel to the
session in UL. The trials consisted of testing our fitness, level of skill and teamwork. There was six weeks of trials.
My best guess there was about 70 seniors competing for only 25 places on the panel. Everyone is friends from
growing up together through the years, it’s a very competitive and intense process between friends. I knew that the
skill level was very high and it was going to be a huge challenge. At week six the end of trials I didn’t think I had
made the team, my confidence was low regarding my performance and also due to my younger age. However my
training continued at home to bring up my fitness as I still held out hope to be chosen for the panel.
What was your experience and inspiration as you developed in your football journey
Through the years my trainer Liz O Brien and the o Connor family who encouraged me through training sessions
and matches to play at my best level and ultimately reach county”. There was more character building advantages
to my GAA training “ During my time playing u16 I had a knee injury. I was devastated to hear I may not be able to
proceed playing football due to this injury, despite that setback I decided to work 3x harder to recover and be
physically prepared for the new season. I had to build up my confidence to play again. It was hard to overcome the
injury but it was an important life lesson for me. It taught me about delayed gravitation and the importance of
striving towards your goals despite obstacles.
Advantages of my football journey is the confidence I gained on the pitch in the form of teamwork relying on
teammates and working towards a shared devotion towards success while representing the team. Loosing matches
was encouraging as it made me strive harder to win. One of the main advantages of football journey over the years
is the strengthening bonds with friends and new friends I have made as we went through the highs and lows of
competitive football.
Playing with the Tarbert comprehensive for the last six years has been memorable and an enriching experience
and I appreciate the opportunity and the staff members who facilitated me in my goal. And Ms.S.Dillon who kept
me calm during tough matches and has always been so supportive and enthusiastic. I was grateful about the
opportunity to meet new people during my matches and outings with the Tarbert comprehensive school team.

Alisha Dennehy
I was so happy to get picked around November, I made loads of friends on the
team and the coaches are so nice. My favourite part is seeing my friends and
playing matches. It’s a great achievement for me so I’d like to keep doing my
best

Well Done to the Tarbert Talent Lining out for their Counties!!!
My Kerry Team Experience!
by Kelly Enright
This year I am proud and overjoyed to say that I was picked for the under 14 Ladies Kerry
Football Team. I went through several different hard and intense trials with tough
competition last summer to make the team. Girls from all over the county came to these
trials in hope of making the team. I remember the night I was told that I was chosen for the
under 14 county panel. It was after one of my club basketball matches I had played. The
team and I were in the changing rooms celebrating our win, when one of my team mates
mom comes in to spill the news to me. Everyone congratulated me. I was so proud of
myself and overjoyed. All the hard work had paid off, but I kept in mind that is was all
going to get harder from here.
When I met all of my team mates at the first training, I was delighted to see several familiar
faces, including Alisha Dennehy, who is in my year. The coaches, all seven of them, were
all so welcoming and friendly. I really felt a sense of belonging when I was surrounded by
these people - team mates and coaches.
My very first match wearing my county jersey was a challenge match in Fossa against Waterford. It was a very one sided game but I
was excited to have won my first inter county match and scoring a few scores as well. We trained in all kinds of weather. One night
the training had to be cancelled before it ended due to the horrific conditions. I did not mind though. I loved and enjoyed every single
second of it all. When the weather was too bad to train outdoors, the coaches would have to search for a hall, that could be anywhere
in the county. We have trained indoors and outdoors all over Kerry, including; Tralee, Milltown, Glenbeigh, Rathmore and Cordal.
We trained Wednesday nights and Saturday mornings which I always looked forward to. The trainings on Wednesday nights were
usually focused on fitness and the trainings on Saturday mornings were usually focused on ball work/skills.
When Christmas came round, all players were shocked and anxious to find out
that seven of us would not be playing with the team anymore. I was so
disappointed to find out that one of my very close friends from the team would
no longer be going forward with us, as she was one of the seven. I knew my
experience on the team would not be the same. The panel was now down to
thirty five, which is what the coaches had intended for it to be.
All of this hardcore training was preparing us for the Munster Blitz on the the
22nd of February in the University of Limerick. Whoever won the Munster
Blitz would go through to All-Ireland qualifying. This is what we had been
aiming for from the beginning and we were going to get there. The day of the
Munster Blitz was all so professional and I was proud to be a part of it. Our
goal for the day was to win our two matches, which would leave our team,
Kerry, in a great position going forward.
The whole team got our bus that morning and travelled early to the University of Limerick to get a sneak peek of our competition
before we played. This was my first official inter county match. We wore the gold and black Kerry jerseys which was an absolute
honour. I was so nervous but excited at the same time. The position I would be playing in for the day would be midfield. Our first
match was against Limerick. We won this match easily which set us off to a good start. Limericks coaches even asked my coaches
to finish up the match early as there was no comeback in sight for Limerick. Our second match was against Clare which was much
tougher, but thankfully we came out victorious. We were all so delighted and proud of each other and ourselves. Afterwards, our bus
took us to The Woodlands in Adare for a well deserved meal for all and to savour our victory.

A couple of weeks after the excitement of the Munster Blitz, we found out that we would no longer be training with one another as
social distancing was now in place due to Covid 19. This was disappointing but our coaches were going to send us on videos and
challenges of what we had to do at home to keep our fitness levels up. They sent us inspiring videos with messages from star
footballers including; Jason Foley, Sean O Shea, Colm Cooper and Kieran O Donaghy and even Daithi O Shea to give us great
encouragement.
A couple of weeks after this disappointing news, we received further utterly shocking and disappointing news; the whole under 14
intercounty championships were cancelled including the Munster Blitz and The All-Irelands. I was heart broken to say the least and
very upset that I did not get to finish my experience off, but I am still hugely proud to have got this opportunity
I am privileged to have played with my county. I have made great friends for life and
learned some valuable lessons and skills. I have become a much fitter and healthier
person thanks to the many hard trainings I have been through. I would encourage all girls
to play sports. You learn so much from them and you make great friends. I
think it just goes to show that no matter who, what shape, form or size you are, what club
you play for and where you are from, everybody has the ability to pursue their dreams and
show their potential. Who would have thought that a girl from Knockanure, a place most
people have not even heard of, and who plays for a small football club, Moyvane, could
make the 2020 under 14 Ladies Kerry Football panel! Work hard and believe in yourself,
and anything is possible !!!

Well Done to all our students who have made County teams

The Wonders Of Springtime Beauty In All It’s Forms.
It’s early morning and it’s a brilliant time to experience nature. All
around me the birds are twittering, chirping and singing. At this
moment, I can hear the cuckoo for the first time this year. He is
going to be resident here for the next few months.
The morning sun is shining through the trees and the leaves are
glowing. The rich green grass is flickering from the cold frost. There
is a beautiful smell of freshly cut grass as the neighbours lawn has
been mowed late last evening.

As I go for my walk, I notice the cowslips in full bloom. The
daffodils are starting to fade but the tulips are coming in their
place.
The beauty of spring is wonderful and it is all around us in so many
different forms.
By Darragh Sheahan,

Senior Soccer
This season saw a change in format for senior
soccer. What was once a champion’s league style
draw which saw us always play three games,
now became a knockout competition. When the
draw was made we were pitched against The
Crescent from Limerick City. This was a
daunting task as we have not fared well on our
previous travels. We prepared and trained well
with a very young squad. The game against The
Crescent was a lively encounter.
We started with a 4-4-2 formation and pressed them well from the beginning. A
set piece goal gave The Crescent a lead they deserved as they started to dominate
the play. . Our goal keeper Cillian Holly was in fine form and soon we found our
rhythm. We changed our formation to 4-3-3 with Michael Nolan spear heading the
attack. We now had Danny Stack and Zach Behan supporting on the flanks with
pace. The Crescent were a big physical defence and couldn’t handle the pace of our
play. We replied through
Michael Nolan and Zach Behan. The Crescent responded during a ten minute spell
which saw them level up the tie. However this was as close as they got with our
team starting to dominate from front to back. Our defence marshalled well with
Connor Cregan and Paul O Donnell looking a solid partnership. Our Midfield covered
every blade of grass with the industrious Connor Shine, Michael Fogarty and Connor
Hogan all standing out. Indeed it was Connor Hogan who gave us that lead in the
second half with a fine strike. The pace of Danny Stack down the left wing was
causing problems for them and he netted a fourth to seal the victory. This was a
good performance from our lads away in Limerick City, and plenty of positives to take
to next game.
In our next game we were drawn at home to St Brendan’s of Killarney. This was a
difficult game for us as St Brendan’s were a much more physical side than us. We
played well in stages of the game with Zach Behan again finding the net for us for
his second of the campaign. However it was not to be, with St Brendan’s scoring
from two set pieces which again proved costly. However, much encouragement can be
taken away from this defeat. We started this campaign with a very young side which
will stand to us over the next couple of years.
Well done to the senior squad players who are departing. We hope to hear more
about you in the years to come. Thank you to Mr O Keeffe and Mr Langan for their
hard work and time with the team.
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Senior Boys’ Basketball 2019/2020
Our year began in December against a very strong Killarney team at home in Tarbert. The game was very intense
from start to finish and if it wasn't for Coach Scanlon’s inspiring team talk straight from the heart we wouldn't
have pulled through. Zach Behan and Brendan Keane had a huge influence in the game even though they didn't
play, their chants from the bench motivated us to pull through this tense game. Kieran Swan was bucketing
sweat with the amount of running he did throughout and proved to be our best performer. Another man who
played a serious game was Eoin O Shea. He was the engine of the team with all his selfless running and scores
from all over the court. It was in the final minute we were down by 1 point and wonderboy Micheal Fogarty was
through on the basket. With no Killarney players in sight and decided to go for the lay-up , we thought we were
going to final when Micheal leaped off the ground like a salmon out of water, but to everyone's shock he
Missed!! You could see the tears rolling down coaches' faces. When all hopes were dashed Mikey Nolan got the
rebound and put it into the basket. We won the game and the crowd went wild. Through to the Kerry Senior
County Final!
It was final day in Dingle in mid-January.
We were all rested over the winter break and
ready to bring home some silverware to
Tarbert. There was great excitement amongst
the group in the lead up to this game. That
morning we headed off for Dingle and were
very focussed about the tough task facing us.
We arrived in Dingle an hour before the
game as coach Scanlon wanted to implement
some new game plans. Coach worked
tirelessly over the Christmas break thinking
up new game plans. Our favourite game plan
was “Give the ball to Cormac”, a reference to
a new member of our team, Glin man
Cormac O’ Connor. The talent this man
possesses is frightening and if he continues
to play with the freedom and swagger he has
already shown, , he will be a huge success for
Tarbert Comprehensive and beyond!
The scoreboard wasn't looking good after the first quarter as we were down by 8 points. Another blow was our
own wonder boy Micheal Fogarty was reduced to one eye as an opposing player's finger accidentally hit and
injured Micheal. Now nicknamed ‘Eye patch Fogarty’. Paul O Donnell was subbed on for Fogarty and made an
immediate impact, with two over carries. Cormac O Connor played out of his skin. Considering it was his debut
he played like it was his 100th game with us. He was the powerhouse that brought us back level and also almost
broke an opposing players’ ankles with such swift movement. When asked after the game about the incident of
pure skill Cormac replied ”I went left and he went left, I went right and he went right , then I went left again and
he was left looking for new ankles”. Brendan and Zach were in high spirits as they were promised game time.
They were beaming with excitement but to no avail as they were left warming the bench for Kieran Swan at the
end of each quarter. Zach worked hard all game keeping Kieran watered and dry. We were level at half time and
the wounded Fogarty re-entered the game making a positive impact scoring 2 baskets in a minute to get us
ahead. Our joy was short lived as Dingle proved too strong for us. We started the final quarter knowing it was do
or die as Coach promised us a trip to the Aquarium if we won. Dingle edged forward and won by 3 baskets
despite Adam Mahoney’s and Brion Cregan’s best efforts to pull the game back. The team was devastated
afterwards, but overall the experience and laughter was a memory to cherish.

Junior (U16.5) Football 2019/20
The Junior Football team this year kicked off the season with an uphill battle facing the well fancied Gael Coláiste, they
were accompanied by Mr. O’Keeffe and on this occasion we came out 2-15 – 1-7 on the losing side. The Game was played
in Listowel and it was evident after the game that the team had a lot of work to do.
We found ourselves in the Kerry Schools County championship needing some massive performances to build on what
was a promising showing from players in training. We first took on Castlegregory and with TY students on work
experience, our team was a very youthful one. Our players played with no fear with the likes of Ajay Behan and Rian
Quinn stepped up and had a big win taking the team to a county semi-final on a score line 2- 15 to 2-10. Much to the
delight of Mr. Scanlon and Mr O Keeffe.
The semi - final game took the team back to Duagh to face off against Ballybunion again accompanied by Mr.Scanlon. In
a heated exchange the Tarbert boys came out on top due to a team effort and some great individual performances from
Andrew O’Riordan and Aidan Swan. Daniel Stack’ last 10 minutes of that particular game, guided our lads to victory.
Other standout players on the day were Ben and Jack Sheehan, TJ Mulvihill and the energetic Cormac O Connor. Our
boys went back to school knowing they were facing a county final very soon and the opponents would be our dearest
rivals – St Michael’s Listowel.
Down in our very own hub of G.A.A., Mr. O’Keeffe escorted us to the Tarbert pitch. We battled it out with Listowel for
county medals and as the game entered the final few minutes, we lost our grip of the lead. Our lads fought hard to the
end, the poacher Brendan Keane’s goal would be our last kick of the game with the score 3-10 to 2-8 in favour of
Listowel. However, we knew that our season was far from over and with the leadership of Micháel Kissane who
captained the team to the final, we were confident that there would be brighter days ahead for our gallant hero’s.
Then the Munster campaign began, and we kicked it off against SMI, Newcastle West in the cold month of January and
Mr. Scanlon’s run of luck with us seemed to continue as we came out victorious in the Athea GAA pitch, on a score line
of 4-13 to 1-14. Best on the day were Aidan Swan, Hugh O Donnell and the evergreen Brendan Keane.
Into the quarter final stage, we came up against Causeway, who we knew were not going to roll over. The introduction of
Ben and Jack Sheehan proved to be a vital call as both guided our lads when the ship was unsteady in the second half. A
fantastic 45 kicked by Danny Stack in the dying embers of the game proved to be enough to claim victory by a single
point. Our Celebrations at the final whistle will be long remembered along with Mr. Scanlon, jumping in the air once the
final whistle was blown.
Before we knew it we found ourselves once again on the bus to Duagh GAA pitch to play in a Munster Semi-final against
Abbeyfeale. Once again we fought tooth and nail for every ball but could never manage to get a lead in the game, then
when hope seemed to be lost Brendan Keane put the ball in the back of the net to take the game to extra time.
Unfortunately the legs were tired and this was where our campaign came to an end for the year.
Overall, it was a hugely successful year with the 16.5 team playing in eight matches and winning six, competing in a
county final and a Munster semi - final. Hopefully this team will embark upon a new journey at senior level for the
school over the next few years and the enthusiasm and appetite for victory will be stronger than ever. Roll on 2020/2021
school season!!

First and Second Year Girls’ Basketball

TY Girls’ Basketball

Third Year Girls

The team trips holds some of my best memories from my
time in Tarbert. The trips made us so much closer and
made me enjoy playing so much more. Ms Delaney and
Padraig were excellent coaches, even if we couldn’t
understand the mad fits of roaring they would get
sometimes (encouraging us more than anything I
suppose). Couldn’t have asked for a better 6 years of
playing on the team and will really miss it. Best of luck
next year girls!!!! Maura O Neill

Senior Girls’
Basketball
I’m part of the Tarbert Comprehensive School basketball
team since first year. My favourite part of being on the team
is the great friends and memories that I have made. I would
like to thank Pádraig and Ms Delaney for training us all
year and I’m looking forward to getting back on the court
next season! I would also like to wish the Leaving Certs the
best of luck and there skills and great shooting abilities will
be hugely missed. Gillian Musgrave

Senior Girls’
Basketball

Being on the team this year thought me that playing with all these
amazing girls in a game was better than any win. Also our scarce number
of wins is simply because we were giving the other teams a chance this
year ;) Claire Sheahan
Although we
didn’t get as far
as we would
have hoped this
year we will
have lasting
memories of our
final year
playing
basketball
representing our
school. Our
trips and
outings will
always be a
strong part of
my fond
memories of TCS
and thanks to
Ms Delaney for
working so hard
with us the past
few years.
Clara Hanrahan

Basketball was always my well-needed break (or
escape!) from school. Even though I'd always come back
to class completely purple in the face, that didn't stop me
from going back the next week! Whether it was to just
run off some steam or to get a hug from Padraig, it was
always a place that he and Ms. Delaney made me feel so
welcome. I have the best memories of basketball over the
years, but most prominent - all the shops we bombarded
to get chicken rolls and ice creams after our matches!
Basketball added another dimension to our school
experience and I am so grateful for all the work Ms.
Delaney and Padraig put into our team, even if I did
nearly pass out a few times!! Orlaith McSweeney

From first year to our last match I’ve loved playing
basketball for the Comp. I’d like to thank Ms.
Delaney and Padraig for all they have done for us.
I couldn’t have asked for better coaches and
teammates. Olivia Twomey

What I really enjoyed was
being one of a team with some
of my best friends. I loved the
dedication, teamwork and
team spirit no matter what the
outcome of a match

Sarah Kiely

The Class of 2020

Our Journey
We were but frightened 12 year olds,
in the year 13/14.
We braced ourselves against ‘The Comp’,
a world, as yet, unseen.
We surged through Tarbert's open doors
A tidal wave in all our glory
And soon our groups began to form
And so began our story
We gazed up at the sixth-years.
A monstrous, giant-like sight.
We could never be as tall.
That would never be us. Right?
But day by day we grew in strength
and up the years we rose.
From second year through third year,
teachers kept us on our toes.
Then we faced the Junior Cert.
A big deal at the time.
But together we got through it.
(And most got through it fine.)
But now we had a big decision.
So to some we said goodbye,
as they chose to go through 5th year
while we chose to do TY.

But TY was so worth it.
We were lucky to get the chance.
Kilfinane, Gaisce, surfing too.
And half a week in France!
And then our break was over,
we were back into full swing.
The Leaving Cert in just two years
At least before this quarantine!!!!

And so we tackled sixth year,
to the left and right, a friend,
We never could imagine
How it would work out in the end!
Around the time of orals,
on completing the last mock,
the schools we heard were to be closed.
What an almighty shock!
Despite Coronavirus,
online classes still surged on.
'Keep going',' we were always told:
It’s not a sprint, but a marathon’.
Which brings us to the here and now.
To celebrate this day.
The highs, the lows and all the stuff
We learnt along the way
‘Beauty it has many forms’,
with me, the theme has stuck.
We battled through the sunny days,
we battled through the muck.
We'll always have our memories,
The friendships laughs and such.
and so to each and every one of you,
I say, 'Best of luck and thanks so much'!
Paul O’Donnell

The Class of
2020
Aaron Murphy

Aaron Murphy
Mulvihill

Antoinette Murphy

Brid Stack

Caoimhe Kennelly

Adam Mahoney

Aisling McElligott

Alex McEldowney

Aobha Quinn

Aodha Mulvihill

Ashling O’ Connor

Brion Cregan

Christopher Culhane

Caelan Fox

Ciara Walsh

Caitlyn McGavin

Claire Carmody

The Class of 2020

Claire Sheahan

Dion Pierce

Clara Hanrahan

Dylan O’Connor

Finnen
O’Shaughnessy

Gavyn Aherne

Holly Heffernan

Hollie Kelly

Cormac Healy

Danny Kearney

Evelyn O’Halloran
Ahern

Fahsai Waiprasert

Gearoid Molyneaux

Jack McMonagle

Hazel Meade

Jack Mulvihill
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Jack Uljee

Kayla Hannon

Liam Halpin

Molly O’Neill

Jerry Long

Kuba Nizinski

John Kennelly

Laura Manning

Katie Kinnane

Lauren McNamara

Makayla Mulvihill

Mark O’Riordan

Maura O’Neill

Murtie Moriarty

Nathan Regan

Niamh O Carroll
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Oisin Moloney

Padraig Leahy

Olivia Twomey

Paudie Griffin

Orlaith McSweeney

Paul Mabhena

Rachel Martin

Rachel O’Connor

Rhys Keily

Shane Cregan

Sophie Flavin

Sophie Parrish

Paddy Cunnane

Paul O’Donnell

Sarah Kiely

Steven Kiriakakis

The Final Say
Niamh O’Carroll : don’t give up what you want most, for what you want now
Kuba Nizinski : Shockingly, my lifestyle has not changed much since quarantine
Antoinette Murphy : high school musical, you let me down
Aisling McElligott : Will be staying in Limerick
Paul O’Donnell : Minute by minute that's how you win it. Always do your best, so you never second
guess
Jack Mulvihill : I’m out here see ye lads later
Finnen O’Shaughnessy : Dinner is served
Liam Halpin : I’ve been to hell and back and I’ve still got a smile on my face
Aaron Murphy Mulvihill : When people say the best days of ur life are in school but you laugh,
until your stuck at home in the middle of a lockdown
Ciara Walsh : let’s count apples
Caoimhe Kennelly : you’re Sorcha Kennelly’s sister... but she’s so smart??
Jack McMonagle : Most improved at PE….
Aobha Quinn : Enjoy the little things
Brid Stack : Every end is a new beginning
Sophie Parrish : What a plot twist this year was
Padraig Leahy : Tell Sheldon get the mop
Jerry Long : 2020 vision is overrated
Caelan Fox : the last 6 years in the comp has been spectacular, it's a shame that we will not be
together as a whole school body again, but I can look back on all the fond memories I have
there, all the laughs and funny moments. I will miss TCS and my amazing year group.
definitely a year group to not be forgotten the class of 2020.
Clara Hanrahan : good friends never say goodbye they simply say “see you soon”
Claire Sheahan : Be the energy you want around you
Molly O’Neill : Lockdown made me realise how much I missed school when it’s not there so enjoy it
while you can
Lauren McNamara : 6 months from now You can be in a completely different space, Mentally
,Spiritually and Financially. But keep working and believing in yourself. That’s what isolation
has thought me
Shane Cregan : I’ll do it on the bus
Aodha Mulvihill : Everything happens for a reason
Katie Kinnane : What feels like the end is only the beginning
Makayla Mulvihill ; I’ve already forgotten everything
Paul Mabhena : Living in quarantine is boring but exercising daily makes the day go a bit
better.
Sophie Flavin : I know we are being schooled at home and all the teachers are brilliant but it’s
not the same as being in school with a teacher present.
Oisin Moloney : A fine way to go
Orlaith McSweeney : Holds the record for calling her French teacher 'Mom' the most times.
Holly Heffernan : The secret to having it all, is to believe you already do
Hazel Meade : If you think your leaving cert was hard, try doing it during a pandemic.
Sarah Kiely : Get down to my office and take that make up off with the wipes
Nathan Regan : The 5 years in the Comp have been the best years of my life. I have learned, made
good friends & teachers have been kind & encouraging. I have become a confident person now &
am looking forward to an exciting new adventure.
Christopher Culhane : Convict Style
Cormac Healy: Everyday may not be good, but there is something good in everyday

Paddy Cunnane : Fair Enough

